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A group of experimental aerial systems at the famous Eindhoven
short-wave station. PCJ.

EAL radio enjoyment
does depend on the
valves. If you would
have the best that your
receiver can offer then we
say—take home a REAL
valve—a PHILIPS.
The new PH tubes will
delight you with their per
formance—will bring new
life to your receiver, and
will demonstrate the amaz
ing brilliance and quality

R

sible by the new Philips
series.
They are sturdy tubes capable
of the long and faithful service
which the radio enthusiast can
expect from modern types such
as the new Philips series.

Look for the PH seal—it is your
'‘Brand New” Quarantee.
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Let us help you build—

SPECIALS

‘‘The World Short Wave Four”

For Modern Sets Readers

Featured in this issue.

1.

Gives
wonderfully
reliable
International
Reception—Paris, London, New York, Moscow,
Berlin—all at GOOD speaker strength.
The Set incorporates the well-known

2.
3.

Homecrafts “World” Short Wave Kit
as used exclusively by
“MODERN SETS” TECHNICAL EXPERTS.
The exact parts used in th is. set are all obtainable at
Homecrafts as follows:
Homecrafts
2 Monarch
19pt.
“World”
S.W.
Midget Cond. .
0 13 0
Kit..........................£1 '5 0
1 Monarch
Upt
Audio
3 Aeon
midget Cond. .059
Transformers .
0 19 10
1 Stamped
Metal
5 Capitol UX Soc
Chassis ....
036
kets ................... 0 2 1
1 A 1 uminium
1 Capitol UY SocPanel .... 0 3 6
- ket........................... 0 0 5
1 Ebonite
Panel 0 3 6
1 Midget
Claro1% yds. 7 - way
stat..................... 0 5 6
Battery Cable .023
1 Capitol R.F.
Terminals,
C1ix
Choke.................... 0 3 0
Plugs, etc. ..013
'2 Hydra
1
mf.
4 Philips
Valves
condensers ..964
to Suit ....
350
1 Mullard
Grid
1 pkt. Easy Fix
leak ...... 0 1 0
Wire........................ 0 1 6
1 Simplex
.00025
Condenser ... 016
1 Homecrafts onTotal .... £8 4 8
off Switch ..009
HOMECRAFTS SPECIA
OFFER—
£7 /1 A /
Complete Kit
NOTE.—The original Set is on view at Homecrafts Main
\
Store, 211 Swanston Street, Melbourne.

Alias 4v. 60 amp. Accumulators, unconditionally
guaranteed for 12 months. Charged and with
acid...........................................................................................
21/«
Marconi H210 and HG1O General Purpose Valves
each...............................
5/11
Mullard Model H. Disc Speaker (never before
sold below £6/10/-).
Price................
89/«
(9/6 Trade-in Allowance on Your Old Speaker.)

WHY PAY MORt?
A.C. Valves

Purotron

for 12 months.
Not bootleg valves, but made under world famous
patents.
Prices of other makes
“Purotron” Price«
18/6 Purotron UX280 Full Wave Rectifier................... 10 <
17/- Purotron UY227 General Purpose.........................
8/6
18/6 Purotron UX245 Super Power................................... 11/«
20/- Purotron UY224 Screen Grid.......................................
IS/«
20/— Purotron UY224a New Screen Grid................... 15/—
20/— Purotron UY235 New Variable Mu........................
15/—
20/— Purotron UY247 New Penthode................................
15/—

Capitol Dry Batteries
Equal to the world’s best, and guaranteed for 3 month«.
Prices 33 l/3rd % less than all other standard makes.
4-5-Volt L.D.
Battery
. 8/—
60-Volt L.D.
Battery . 10/6
45-Volt H.D.
Battery . 13/6
60-Volt H.D.
Battery . 16/6
Double Cap.
Dry Cells
2/3

HOMECRAFTS HAVE FULL STOCKS
For the Countryman.

Kriesler Battery Super-Het.

CUT YOUR COSTS BY HALF!

Complete Kit of coils, 3 gang conden- .Cj/17/ß
ser, and full instructions................................... Xtt ! ll/O

1932 Kriesler A.C. Super-Het. Kit
This includes Triple Gang Stromberg
Condenser, intermediate coils, padding
Condenser, Bak, Knobs..................................

£4/17/6

Radiokes New Super-Het. Kit.
Kit includes all coils, three gang Strom
berg-Carlson Condenser, wiring dia
grams and full printed instructions . .
Write for Our Special Free Offer.

£4/15/6

Homecrafts Pty. Ltd.

I

Our Trade-in Department can supply your requirement
at least 50% off list prices.
Trade-in Variable Condensers, .0005 .................................
4/«
Trade-in Variable Condensers, .00035, .00025 .................
3/6
Trade-in UX, UY, and English Valve Sockets . . . .
3d.
Trade-in Audio Transformers...............................................
4/6
Trade-in Baby Brown Speakers.......................................... '
8/6
and practically every other accessory known to
Radio.
2-Valve Battery Set Chassis......................................................
16/6
3-Valve Battery Set, with 3 Philips Valves.................
45/—
4-Valve Battery Set, -with 4 Philips Valves........... 59/6
5-Valve Battery Set, with 5 Philips Valves...........
75/—
6-Valve Battery Set, with 6 Philips Valves.................
87/6

211 and 63 Swanston St., Melbourne
Special Mail Order Speed Service awaits you.
When
remitting, please include freight allowance.
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STANDARDS

I

of

ACCURACY
EDITORIAL

’ I * HE 1 ype “M” T.C.C. Mica Condenser
is recognised by leading set manufac
turers, experimenters, and radio engineers
as the world’s best fixed condenser. Robustly
and accurately made, they are designed to
meet the most stringent requirements of the
discerning set builder.

our efforts to produce a truly radio
EVIDENTLY
paper for the set builder and the experimenter
are receiving worth-while support. The snowball
demand for the second issue was even greater than
:hat which attended the publication of the first num
ber. Naturally, the continued demand for “Modern
Sets” will depend to a large extent on the matter
which we include in each issue.

brings us to another point. In order
WHICH
that we can still further extend the descrip
tions of receivers and the other technical and general
articles which constitute each month’s contents, we
have decided to set the paper in a slightly smaller
type.
The excellent paper and printing of the
magazine will ensure the readability being quite as
good as before, and, editorially, we will be able to
cram even more material into the paper than it has
so far contained.
'yECHNICALLY, this issue of “Modern Sets” is
A the best we yet have produced. The various
sets which are described all have been tested by
our technical experts, and represent types which
will appeal to all. It will be noticed that in pur
suance of our policy to deal with all phases of short
wave radio, we have devoted considerable space to
the description of short-wave receiver construction.

i!

' I 1 C.C. Type “M” Mica Condensers have
• the largest sale of all small mica con
densers in Australia. They are tested for
two hours on a minimum of 1000 volts. The
accuracy is guaranteed to be within 10 per
cent., but condensers with a tolerance of
only 2 per cent., or dead accurate, may be
obtained on application.
T OOK at the best receivers manufactured

in Australia—read the parts list of the
best experimental receivers—look in the
latest super-het kits.
In every worth
while receiver you will find T.C.C. Type M.
specified and used. “Go, thou, and do like
wise.”
Manufacturers and Victorian Distributors:
Australasian

Engineering Equipment
Co.,

415 Bourke Street, Melbourne.

Inter-State Representatives:
D ESIDES this, we have on hand for publication in

the near future some interesting modifications
of existing receivers, which have been prepared
after checking over the contents of our mail-bag.
Such comments are always of value, and again we
ask readers to continue their co-operation by send
ing in suggestions for future articles.
THE EDITOR.

W. J. McLELLAN,
55 York Street, Sydney.

TRACKSON BROS.,
Brisbane.

CARLYLE & CO.,
Hay Street, Perth.

ÿ
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The Radiokes
Simplified
Super ■ Het
Full Constructional Informa
tion on an Outstanding Super

heterodyne Kit is Provided
by the Writer of this Article.

The finished super presents an imposing appearance.

By H. J. BALLARD.

HE building of a super-het has
for many moons been a job
shirked alike by expert and
novice. The early types of super-het
are too well remembered by the oldtimers for the trouble they gave, and
the latest types by the very complex
ity of their circuit arrangements have
“put the wind up” the novice.

T

Although the more complex super
het circuits which have been developed
to-day to cope with modern broad
cast receiving conditions may appear
difficult to build, the 1932 super-het
really is little more trouble to con
struct and to get going than a stan
dard two or three valve receiver.
Naturally, because they employ from
four to six or seven valves and a recti
fier, their assembly and wiring takes
longer, but the introduction by one or
two manufacturers of complete super
het kits has taken all the “bugs” out
of amateur super-heterodyne construc
tion.
As a case in point, we cite the Ra
diokes Simplified Super-Heterodyne
kit, which has been incorporated in
the receiver we now propose to de
scribe. From the foundation pressed
steel chassis to the last terminal, and
the last machine screw, the manufac
turers of this kit have provided every
thing for the prospective set builder.
In their constructional information
provided with the kit, they deal with
practically every phase of its building
and operation.
So interested was the writer in the
new Radiokes kit that he decided to
build it up and to find out for himself
exactly how easy or how hard it was
to construct and to get working.
The actual construction was not dif
ficult. As can be seen from the vari
ous pictures of the set, everything is
conveniently arranged so that neither
assembly nor wiring difficulties are
likely«to be encountered.
In assembling the kit we started off
by mounting the five coils and their
associate screen mountings. Then we

put in the valve sockets and their
screen mounts. The next job was the
mounting of the gang condenser, the
two electrolytic condensers and the
power transformer. Although we real
ised that the early mounting of the
latter component would make the set
a bit heavy to handle, we preferred to
make it possible to run the filament
and power leads at an early stage of
the wiring. The final assembly on the
outside of the chassis was the volume
control, the aerial and earth terminals,
the loud-speaker socket and the strip
which carried the pins which connect
to the power supply plug.
Incidentally, we deviated slightly
from the original Radiokes arrange
ment in that we did not incorporate a
tone control. The mounting hole pro
vided in the chassis for this compon
ent we probably shall use for a power
switch. Again, in the assembly of
the components under the chassis, we
preferred to use two of the new Hydra

Mr. H. J. Ballard, of Veall’s Technical
Dept., who so fully describes his work
with the Radiokes Super-Het.

3 x .5 mfd. condensers instead of six
separate T.C.C. condensers. We found
that the two Hydras could be mounted
under the securing bolts for LI, L2,
and the second intermediate frequencv
coil L7, L8.
These were the only deviations from
the original arrangement of compon
ents and their mounting. Underneath
the chassis we mounted the two Hydra
condensers previously mentioned, the
padding condenser C17, the 2 mfd.
condenser C14, the filter choke CH.
the radio frequency choke RFC, and
the .01 mfd. T.C.C. condenser 11, and
the .01 mfd, condenser C13. At this
stage we had completed all the as
sembly possible.
Other components
which were to connect into circuit
were intended to be soldered direct in
or to connect to other lead wires.

The wiring of the super-het was
even easier than the assembly. The
braided hook-up wire which was pro
vided with the kit proved ample for
the job, and the lay-out of components
was such as to facilitate construction.
The best way to start the wiring is
to get the filament circuits in. Run
a pair of leads from the 2.5 volt 10
amp. lugs on the power transformer to
the F terminals on V5, V3, and V4, in
that order. Run another pair of wires
from the same filament lugs on the
transformer to V2 and VI. Now con
nect the aerial terminal on the chas
sis to one outside terminal on the po
tentiometer, to which is connected the
red lead from LI, L2. The other out
side terminal on RI is connected to
one lead on the 125 ohm resistor R2,
the other lead of which connects to
the C terminal on the socket of VI.
to the corresponding terminal on V3,
and to the top left-hand lug on C4.
C5, C6.
The blue and yellow leads from LI.
L2 are connected together, and go
to the bottom right-hand lug on C4.
5, 6. These three lugs are connected
together, and to the facing lugs on
C7, 8, 9, and to the earth terminal on
the chassis. The yellow lead from
L3, L4, connects to the P terminal on
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the socket VI. The green lead from
the same coil unit connects to the bot
tom left-hand lug on C4, 5, 6, and to
the green lead of L5, 6 and the green
lead on L7, 8. From this lug on con
densers C4, 5, 6, a lead is taken to
the electrolytic condenser C16.
The
blue lead from coils L3, 4 connect to
the earthed lugs on C4, 5, 6.
The
blue lead from L5, L6, and the cor
respondingly coloured lead on L7, L8,
■connect to one of the securing bolts on
the socket V3.
The yellow lead from L5, L6 con
nects to the P terminal on the socket
V2. The yellow lead from L7, L8,
connects to the.P terminal on V3. The
G terminal on VI connects to the G
terminal on V2, and to the same ter
minal on V3. From V2 a lead goes to
one vacant lug on the unearthed side
of C4, 5, 6. From the G terminal on
V3, a connection is taken to one lug
on the 25,000 ohm resistor R7. The
other lug on R7 is soldered to the top
left-hand lug on C7, 8, 9, and from
there connects to the green lead on
the oscillator coil L9, 10, 11.
From the G terminal on the socket
of V3 a lead goes to the one lug on
the 100,000 ohm resistance R6, the
other lug of which connects to the G
terminal on V4, and to the bottom un
earthed lug on C7, 8, 9. On the elec
trolytic condenser C16 one lug of the
50,000 ohm resistor R9 is soldered.
The other lug on this resistor is sol
dered to one lug on R8, another
50,000 ohm resistor. The other lug
on R8 is connected to the metal chas
sis. and from the junction point be
tween the two resistors a lead is taken
to the G terminal on VI.
To the C terminal on the socket of
V4 is soldered one lug of the 25,000
ohm resistor R5, and a lead is taken to

HCDERS
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A plan view of the under chas sis wiring and lay-out,

the centre unearthed lu? on C7« 8. 9.
The other lead on R5 goes to <»ne se
curing bolt on the padder condenser
C17, and to the earth terminal on the
chassis. From the P terminal on V4
a lead is taken to one lug on the radio
frequency choke RFC, and to this
choke is soldered one lug of the .0005
mfd. condenser C12. The other lug on
C12 and one lead on the 2 megohm
resistor R4 are connected to the earth
securing bolt on C17. The remaining
lead on R4 is connected to the G ter

minal on the socket V6, to which is
soldered one lug on the ,00025 mid.
fixed condenser CIO.
The other lug on CIO carries the black
lead from the oscillator coil L9, L10,
Lll, and connects to the fixed plate
terminal on the variable condenser C3.
The blue lead from L9, L10, Lll is
connected to the unearthed terminal
on the padding condenser C17. The
C terminal on V6 is connected to the
earth terminal on the chassis. The
yellow lead from L9. 10, 11 connects
to the P terminal on V6, and the orange
lead from the same coil unit connects
to the C terminal on V2. The red lead
from L9. L10, Lll connects to one
lug on the .01 mfd. fixed condenser
C1L and to one lug on the 10,000 ohm
resistance R3. The other lug on R3
connects to the remaining lug on Cll,
and to the earth terminal on the chas
sis.
The green lead from L9, L10, Lll
to the lug on C7. 8, 9, which carries
the resistor R7. From the vacant lug
RFC a lead goes to one lug on the
fixed condenser C13, to which his sol
dered one lead on the resistor R10.
The other lug on C13 is soldered to
the G terminal on V5, to which also
is connected one lead from the resis
tor Rll.
The other lead on Rll connects to
one lug on the 2 mfd. condenser C14,
and to which also is soldered one lug
on the 100,000 ohm resistor R13. The
other lug on R13 is connected to one
lug on the filter choke CH, to which
also is connected one lead on the re
sistor R12. The other lead on R12
is earthed to one of the securing bolts
on V5. The centre tap, R15, is con
nected across the filament terminals
(Continued on page 46.)
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The front panel view of the receiver showing the various controls.

The World Short Wave Four
Complete Constructional Data on a Highly Efficient Short Wave Receiver
Which Employs Commercially Manufactured Plug-in Coils.
By C. M. SCOTT.
the ad
vantages of short wave adaptors
and converters, and the more
pronounced ones of all-wave receivers,
anyone who has had real experience
with short wave reception will plump
for the straight out short wave set
complete with its own audio amplifier
system and provided with the correct
condenser-coil combination.
Such a
receiver can be adjusted for maximum
results and, because there is no chang
ing around of sections of it, will stay
adjusted for all time.
The writer has just finished some
interesting tests with a four valve
short wave receiver built round a well
known commercial short wave coil kit.
The results of these tests have con
vinced him that provided due care is
taken in the building of the selt with
which they are associated, it is pos
sible to get even better results from
this commercial coil kit than from the
most laboriously constructed amateur
kits.
In order that our remarks relative
to the coil kit may be of use to the
experimenter, we propose to describe,
as briefly as possible, the technical
make-up of our experimental receiver.
It employs a tuned r.f. stage in front
of a regenerative detector, and two
transformer coupled audio stages. As
simplicity of design was the key-note
of this, our latest excursion into the
realm of s.w. receiver design, we es
chewed wherever possible any freak
circuit arrangements. As a matter of
fact, after tuning the receiver for a
while, we have come to the conclusion
that, despite the added sensitivity of
the screen grid detector and the single
otwithstanding

N

stage pentode audio arrangements, the
old stand-by of general purpose valves
and standard audio transformers is
hard to 'beat.
Naturally, it was necessary, in order
to get appreciable r.f. amplification on
the short waves to employ a screen
grid tube in the first stage of the re
ceiver, but apart from this general
purpose valves have been used.
A glance at the circuit diagram will
show that apart from a variable resis
tance in the plate lead to the detector
tube, an r.f. choke in the same lead,
and two by-pass condensers, the cir
cuit is absolutely the same as that
which was so popular in early broad
cast days when it masqueraded under
the name “tuned anode.”
Perhaps this is not altogether w’se
to admit but facts are facts.
The
present short wave arrangement
works better than anything we have

R.F.
Coil Base Colour
UX
Green
UX
Yellow
UX
Red

The pictures of the experimental
model show that the detector and r.f.
coils are screened from one another.
This we found is quite necessary as it
enables us to get greater gain, par
ticularly on wave lengths above 35
metres, without striking instability.
Tuning of the detector and radio
frequency stages is carried out with
the aid of 23 plate midget condensers
which have a maximum capacity of
approximately .000125 mfd. and an ex
tremely low minimum capacity. This
in turn gives us a generous wave
length overlap with each coil. The
reaction condenser is an 11 plate
midget. Three coils are used for each
stage, to cover the whole wave range.
The different coils are wound on vari
ously coloured formers so that no
trouble is likely to be met in selecting
the right pair. The colours and wave
ranges of the different coils are:—

DET.
WAVELENGTH
Coil Base Colour
Range
UY
Green 18 to 32 Metres
UY
Yellow 30 to 60 Metres
UY
Red
55 to 95 Metres

come in contact with, is ridiculously
easy to build and to get going, and
most important of all. is fairly cheap.
Including valves, coils, and all the
components, except batteries and loud
speaker, the receiver can be built for
about £7. When we remember the
results it will give, we are inclined to
think back to the early days of s.w.
radio, when a similar set couldn’t
have been built for double that
amount.

The receiver is built up on a metal
chassis measuring 14Jin. x 91n. x 2Jin.
The two audio transformers and the
bottom sections of the coil shield are
mounted on the top of the chassis,
whilst underneath are mounted the
four valve sockets for the valves and
the two sockets for the coils, the grid
leak RI. the grid condenser C3, the
two mfd. fixed condensers C5 and C6.
and the radio frequency choke coil
RFC. On the 16in. by 7in. bakelite
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front panel are mounted the two tun
ing condensers. Cl and C2, their asso
ciate vernier dials, the reaction con
denser C4, the variable resistance R2,
and the filament switch SW.
The
aerial, earth, and two loud speaker
terminals are mounted oh the back
edge of the chassis.
When the actual assembly of the re
ceiver is finished we can consider its
wiring. This is started by connecting
one of our flex wire battery leads to
one terminal on the filament switch,
SW. This is the “A” minus lead.
From the other terminal of the switch
a lead is run to one filament terminal
on each of the valve sockets VI, V2,
V3, and V4, and to the chassis. The
remaining filament terminal on each
socket is connected to the “A” battery
plus lead.
From the P terminal on the first
coil socket, L1,L2, a lead is taken to
the aerial terminal A. The “A” plus
and “A” minus terminals on the same
socket are connected to the chassis.
The G terminal is connected to the G
terminal on VI, and to the fixed plate
terminal on the tuning condenser Cl.
The P terminal on the socket of VI
is connected to one terminal on the
1 mfd. fixed condenser C6, and to the
flex lead which is to carry the screen
ing grid voltage “B” plus 1.
The other terminal on C6 is connec
ted to the metal chassis as is the
moving plate terminal on the tuning
condenser Cl. From the G terminal
on the second coil socket a flex lead
is taken to the top plate terminal on
the Philips A442 valve VI, to the fixed
plate terminal on the detector grid
tuning condenser C2. and to one lug on
the grid condenser C3. The other lug
on C3 is connected to the G terminal
on the socket of V2 from which a
lead also runs to one terminal on the
grid leak mount RI. The other ter
minal on RI is connected to the un-
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The schematic diagram is key-lettered to agree with other constructional
data which has been provided.

earthed filament terminal on the de
tector socket V2 .
The moving plate terminal on C2
is connedted to the moving plate ter
minal on the reaction condenser C4,
to one terminal on the 1 mfd. fixed
condenser C5 and to the metal chassis.
The other terminal on C5 connects to
the C terminal on the coil socket for
L3,L4, and carries the “B” plus 2
lead. The fixed plate terminal on C4
is wired to the “A” plus terminal on
the L3,L4 coil socket, and from the
P terminal on the same socket a
lead goes to one terminal on the r.f.
choke coil CH, and to the P terminal
on the detector valve socket V2.
The remaining terminal on CH is
wired to one terminal on the variable
resistance R2. The other terminal on
R2 is connected to the P terminal on

Looking down on the receiver we note the accessible mounting of this coils
in their shields.

the firsit audio transformer AFT1. The
“B” plus terminal on this transformer
carries the “B” plus 3 lead. The G
terminal on the socket of V3 is con
nected to the G terminal on the first
audio transformer AFT1, the “C”
minus terminal on this transformer be
ing wired to the “C” minus terminal
on the second transformer AFT2, and
carrying the “C” minus lead.
The P terminal on the socket of V3
is connected to ‘the P terminal on
AFT2. The “B” plus terminal on this
socket carries the “B” plus 4 lead. The
G terminal on AFT2 is wired to the
G terminal on the socket of V4. The
P terminal on this socket is wired to
one of the loud speaker terminals LS,
the other loud speaker terminal carry
ing the “B” plus 5 lead.
This completes the wiring of the re
ceiver and it is necessary now to plug
in the A442 r.f. valve into the socket
of VI, connecting the plate lead from
L3 to the plate (top) terminal on the
tube; to plug in the A415 detector
valve, the A409 first audio valve V3.
and the B405 power valve V4 int •
their respective sockets, connect the
speaker, aerial, earth, and batteries be
fore we turn our attention to the coils.
For the “B” battery we shall need
three 45 volt blocks although two
blocks totalling 90 volts will give good
results. The connections to the “B"
battery are as follow:—“B” plus 1 to
the 67) volt tap; “B” plus 3 to the 90
volt tap; “B” plus 4 to the same tap.
and “B” plus 5 and “B” plus 2 to the
135 volt tap.
Suitable adjustments
can be made when a 90 volt battery is
being used.
As a matter of fact, it will probable
be necessary to bring out two “C"
negative leads, one from each audio
transformer. Our tests were conduc
ted with two similar valves in the
audio 'stage but as the B405 requires a
“C” bias of 15 volts at 135 plate volts,
and the A409 requires only 4 volts
(Continued on page 47.)
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The Kriesler
SuperCharged 5
Details of a New Departure

in Radio Set Construction—
the Provision of an “Assem-

ble-your-own” Kit
UITE a long while ago a British
radio firm brought out a kit for
a three-valve d.c. receiver. Al
though, judged by present standards,
the set now is hopelessly out of date,
the kit idea still remains. This time
it has been put over by an Australian
firm, who have developed a four-velve
and rectifier receiver which they call
the Kriesler Super-Charged Five.

Q

The modern form of home con
structor’s kit is nothing if not simple.
Every connection is indicated by a
colour code, and the complete wiring
for the receiver is contained in a
braided harness. The “harnessed’’
wires each are of a different colour,
and even have been cleaned of in
sulation at the ends and tinned to
facilitate soldering.
The whole kit
is put up in a box which contains
everything down to the last machine
screw and nut, including even the
tools necessary to assemble the re
ceiver.
Technically, the Kriesler Five is
right up to the minute. Two variable
mu screen grid r.f. valves, a screen
grid detector, and a pentode audio
tube make reliable long distance re
ception a certainty, while the use of
the latest bias method for the 247
tube, and the employment of resist
ance coupling between it and the de
tector takes care of tone quality. Be
yond dealing with the results ob
tainable from a test model receiver
which was built up in our own lab.
there seems hardly any purpose in
describing the construction of the re
ceiver other than in the words of the
manufacturer. These we reprint be
low from the official Kriesler instruc
tion sheet.
The results obtained from the re
ceiver built up in our own laboratory
were excellent, and included reception
at full loud speaker strength of every
Australian “A” class station except
Perth, which was tuned in about 10
P m. at medium strength. The “B”

The complete Kriesler kit contains everything necessary to build a first
class inter-State-getting receiver.
class stations, in the majority of the
capitals, and a good percentage of the
country ones also, were excellently re
ceived. The sensitivity of the receiver
was excellent, its selectivity more than
adequate for local needs, and the tone
equal to anything we yet have heard
from a receiver powered with a pen
tode.
Before going on to the description
of the assembly and wiring, which, in
cidentally, will serve far better than
any words of ours to illustrate the
simplicity of the construction, we
might mention that the good results
obtained with the receiver are due, in
the main, to the use of high quality
components.
This is particularly
noticeable in the case of the National
Union tubes which are employed.
Assembling Parts on Chassis.
Be careful to see that every bolt
has a spring washer placed under its
head and that every nut and bolt is
thoroughly tightened.
The power transformer is mounted
by four bolts through the laminations
on to the chassis with the nuts al
ready on same. The 240-volt lugs are
pointing to back.
A solder lug is
mounted on the right hand, securing
bolt which is nearest to the electroly
tic condensers.

The electrolytic condensers are held
by large nut, but care must be taken
to see that the insulating washer pro
vided with the condenser is assembled
in the correct manner as follows:—■
Firstly, no insulation is necessary for
the condenser nearest to the end of
chassis, but metal earth tag is to be
fitted under holding-down nut.
The second condenser must be insu
lated both sides of the chassis, making
sure that the thickest washer with the
ridge is placed on top of the chassis,
seeing that the ridge is centred in the
hole. The thin washer is placed on the
under-side of the chassis, followed by
the large metal tag and the holding
down nut.
The voltage divider must be
mounted with the red end nearest to
power transformer, and with the
solder tags facing back of chassis; the
contacts are pre-set, and must not be
touched again.
The volume control is mounted as
follows in the centre hole:—Firstly,
the holding nut is taken off the thread
and the top insulating washer is re
moved.
Be sure to leave the small
rubber ring and washer on the thread;
then push the volume control through
mounting hole, making sure the rub(Continued on page 43.)
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AST month’s cold has vanished.
We have been conducting some
interesting technical discussions
with friends, and, on paper at least,
have settled every radio problem
which has or ever will exist.
We
should feel very satisfied with our
selves, but don’t. On thinking things
over, we have come to the conclusion
that the trouble is due to a hang
over of our reaction to the new price
war which has been started by Vic
torian set manufacturers.
Looking through “Electronics” (the
leading American technical monthly)
the other day, we came across an edi
torial which bewailed what the Yanks
call “chiselling”-—in plain words,
skimping of manufacturing costs by
national set manufacturers who were
trying to meet competition on a price
basis.
The editorial, after pointing
out the dangers of such a plan, went
on to say that if conditions became
much worse it would be “time for
those who have the good of radio
really at heart to go before the pub
lic .. . and let radio buyers really
know the dangers of . . . sets which
are good only for a limited time of
poor service.”

L

F this is the thing they are up
against in the States, what hope
has the Australian “John Citizen”
in the present year of our Lord? We
have seen a recurrence of the famous
twelve-guinea set which gave manu
facturers and purchasers so much
worry last year, and the year before
that. The whole Australian radio in
dustry is over-producing on cheap
sets, spoiling the market for good
ones and doing its best to give the
public a sickener.
It is a recognised fact that in the
various Victorian factories engineers
who should be conducting really use
ful research on new methods of radio
set design are kept for up to weeks
at a time on the job of cutting down
the number, and, consequently, the
cost of the components used in the

I

various lines of receivers.
Such a
manufacturing plan cannot help but
bring serious troubles in its train.
Despite the undoubted advances which
have been made in receiver design, the
average commercially-built receiver of
to-day is worse, from the viewpoint
of tone quality, sensitivity, selectivity,
and freedom from hum, than the re
ceivers of twelve months ago.
The only remedy seems to be the
education of the public to the danger
of purchasing such receiver and the
encouragement of home set-building.
The veriest amateur would not be hard
put to it to build a better receiver
than some which are turned out to
day by quite large organisations.

fF the cap fits- ”
The truth
I of the old platitude was brought
* home to us the other day when
we read the stinging reply made by
the representative of an Australian
radio programme paper relative to our
remarks regarding super-hets.
This paper, which sets out—and
very well, too—to cater for the needs
of the more musically and frivolously
minded members of the community
also—and, to our mind, wrongly—has
tried to bolster a threadbare technical
reputation with the more or less dis
guised name of a very capable tech
nician who, for the last year or so,
has been resident in the U.S.A.
The departed gentleman certainly
knew his business, but, after seeing
the reaction of a section of the Syd
ney radio trade to a battery set crea
tion of his successor, we have some
doubt as to the latter’s ability.
Naturally, with his constant review
and use of the developments described
in overseas technical journals—an out
standing example, of course, being the
famous Loftin-White-Elephant series
—our critic cannot be expected to be
cognisant of past developments. His
experience probably dates from 1930!
In this hard world of business the
“go-getter” must shut his eyes to

many palpable frailties. Even so,
there is a limit to which any selfrespecting technical man may go. We
say technical man, mark you!
However, our caustic friend gives
us much technical amusement. Whilst
he admits, by his own statement, that
a seven-valve super-het employing
two r.f. stages is necessary to cut out
image interference and two spot-tun
ing, he blithely asks us to believe that
the super-het is the Alpha and Omega
of radio worries.
It certainly has
been the former for many set-builders.
Possibly the building of the average
super-het — from the constructional
angle only—has been made a job for
half-wits and morons, but to get really
high-quality reception, ten k.c. fre
quency separation, and sensitivity of
an extremely high order, we still back
the tuned r.f. receiver.
Finally, our vituperative friend calls
the magazine for which we have the
honour to write an alleged technical
paper.
Perhaps it is so. But in that case
what can we call his own august jour
nal—the Bell System Technical Jour
nal, or the Proceedings of the Institute
of Radio Engineers?

HE speaker position seems to be
getting qilite interesting. Besides
the regular experimental work
which is going on with electro
dynamic speakers, several more or less
new types are arousing attention in
engineering circles.
Naturally, the
Germans are very interested in the
electrostatic type of speaker, which
operates on much the same general
principle as the condenser mike. The
Americans, though, are branching out
on the piezo-electric type of loud
speaker.
This speaker makes use of (he os
cillating properties of Rochelle Salt
crystals when fed with an a.c. vol
tage. The new type of speaker, like
the condenser speaker, is a voltage(Continued on page 41.)
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How to Build

A SIMPLE
MODULATED
OSCILLATOR
The Construction of a Very Useful Piece of Ser
vice and Test Equipment is Described in This
Article.
By J. S. McCUBBIN.
N these days of multi-valve re
ceivers the question of providing
test equipment which will enable
possible faults to be located quickly
is of the greatest importance. Besides
the usual run of meters employed by
the average service man, some reli
able means of simulating the trans
mission from a broadcast station is
necessary if we are to check up and
line up multi-stage tuned r.f. receivers.
Although, in some cases, it is pos
sible to line up the tuned circuits of
a broadcast receiver when the latter
is tuned to a station, this method does
not hold good with a very sensitive
receiver.
The best, and, in fact, the
only real way to line up a sensitive
receiver is to connect an output meter
in the plate circuit of the last tube,
and to adjust the receiver until a
maximum meter deflection is obtained
from a given input signal.
It can quite readily be seen that the
signal provided by a broadcasting sta
tion will not be constant enough for
such a test.
The varying degrees
of modulation will have the effect of
making the output meter needle kick
all around the dial.

I

The front view of the oscillator, showing the main
tuning control, power switch, and modulation switch.

The modulated r.f. input is best ob
tained from a laboratory oscillator be
cause in this case, with a given modu
lation frequency, it Is possible to feed
a substantially constant input to the
receiver, and so permit accurate ad
justments of tuning condensers and
coil to be recorded on the output
meter.
The building of a simple modulated
oscillator is neither difficult nor ex
pensive, and, considering the time and
trouble it saves is well worth the con
sideration of the service man and the
experimenter.
The writer has just completed the
building of a reliable modulated os
cillator, which is at present on the
broadcast wave band.
Neither the
construction nor the calibration of the
oscillator is difficult, and, as will be
seen from the circuit diagram r^nd
the list of parts, no great expenditure
is involved.
A glance at the schematic circuit
shows that the familiar regenerative
circuit so widely used in small be.
receivers is used.
The only differ
ence between the oscillator circuit and

Looking inside the chassis of the finished oscillator
we notice that plenty of room has been left around
the coil so that no damping will be experienced.

the receiver one is in the values of the
components. For example, the usual
23-plate midget condenser used to
couple the plate coil to the grid coil
is replaced in the oscillator by a 1
mfd. condenser (C3). The grid con
denser, C2, is of .006 mfd. capacity in
stead of the more usual .00025 mfd.
condenser, and the grid resistance, RI.
consists of five 1 meg. leaks connec
ted in series.
The power supply is not important,
and can be built up from any gear
which happens to be on hand.
In
the particular job we are discussing,
a 400-volt half-wave transformer hap
pened to be lying idle, so it was
pressed into service. The choke and
filter arrangements, too, are hardly
worthy of serious attention. A couple
of 2 mfd. condensers (C4) and a small
filter choke will settle matters; al
though, again because they happened
to be collecting dust on the shelf, we
used a 30 henry choke and a couple
of 4 mfd. condensers.

The resistance, R2, is used to drop
the potential from the 400 volts sup
plied by the transformer to the safe

An idea of the lay-out of the components can be
gained from this picture.
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200, which is fed to the plate of the
oscillator.
It happened in this
case to be a 25,000 ohm 2 watt car
borundum. Incidentally, it is not wise
to try and operate a 227 oscillator at
greater plate potentials than 200 volts,
because blue glowing and correspond
ingly faulty and patchy oscillation
will be experienced. The tuning con
denser Cl, is a conventional .0005
mfd. variable, and it is wise to select
a condenser which has solid alu
minium plates, so that calibration will
remain reasonably constant.
The only other gadget of note is the
milliammeter, which is connected in
series with the cathode to indicate
oscillation. This meter could be dis
pensed with if cost is an urgent con
sideration, but it certainly is handy
if the oscillator is to operate over a
wide wave-length range.

It is quite an easy thing for any
oscillator to have “dead spots,” par
ticularly on the short-wave band, and,
in some cases, when the coupling is
increased beyond a certain point. The
milliammeter is the tell-tale which in
dicates when oscillation stops by regis
tering a rise in plate current.
The original oscillator was designed
to cover the wave band from about 15
metres up to the 3000 metre inter
mediate frequency rarfge. So far we
have only built up the broadcast os
cillator coil, but later we will de
scribe the winding and calibrating of
the other coils.
Naturally a simply handled plug-in
coil arrangement was necessary, so
another visit was made to the junk
■ox, and a UX valve base was found.
A piece ot one 3-16th inch former was
-lipped over the base and anchored
to it by means of a couple of i inch
machine screws tapped into the bakelite. The coil windings consisted of
85 turns for LI and 40 for L2. This,
we found, gave us a wave range from
175 to about 650 metres.
The wire
used was 28 gauge d.s.c.
So much
for the oscillating side of our modu
lated oscillator.
The modulation was obtained by a
variation of the grid leak value. For
his purpose five 1 megohm grid leaks
were connected in series, the junction
points being brought out to six con
tacts on a rotary switch.
The ar
rangement, then, is that any grid
leak value between one and five
megohms, in one meg. steps, can be
obtained, and the modulated note of
the oscillator shifted from something
around 30 cycles up to about 500
cycles.
In audible operation i.e.,
when operating into a receiver con
nected to a speaker, the oscillator has
a growling note, which is neither tir
ing to the ears nor difficult to adjust
on. However, there is not the slight
est doubt that the only true line-up
of a gang tuned receiver is obtained
when an output meter is connected

The schematic diagram of the modulated oscillator.
in the speaker circuit. A change in
output, which is not audible, will kick
the meter from zero off scale.
Calibrating the Oscillator.
Of course, output meters are fair
ly expensive bits of gear, but either
a rectifier type a.c. meter or a meter
such as the one described briefly in
last issue of “Modern Sets” will solve
the difficulty. Calibration on the
broadcast band is quite easy, provided
a receiver is handy. All that is neces
sary to do is to tune the receiver to
the various stations which are in
range, to disconnect the aerial so that
the station cannot be heard, and put

CIRCUIT CONSTANTS.

500 mmfd.
600 mmfd.
1 mid.
4 mfd.
5 1 meg. Velco Carborundum Re
sistors (1 watt type).
R2 25.000 ohm Velco Carborundum Hesistor (2 watt type).
Ch 30 henry Choke.
M.A. 20 milliamp. Meter.
VI UY 227.
V2 UX 2S0.

Cl
C2
C3
C4
RI

the oscillator into operation.
The
further away the oscillator is at this
stage the better, because we want
fairly accurate calibration points.
Tune the oscillator to the point
where its signal can be heard at maxi
mum strength in the receiver, and

note the oscillator dial reading. A run
round the local stations, from 3 AW
to 3AR, will give us a wave range
calibration from about 200 to 500
metres.
Additional points then can
be obtained by means of oscillator
harmonics. For example, when once
the first part of the calibration has
been completed, and a tuning curve
from 200 to 500 metres drawn, set
the receiver, say, at 275 metres by
means of the oscillator, and then bring
the latter closer to the set and tune
it up to the top end of its range until
the harmonic at 550 metres is heard
in the receiver.
Repeat this pro
cedure at every 50 metres until the
top range of the oscillator, about 650
metres, is reached. The lower range
from 200 to 175 metres can be ob
tained in a similar way by operating
from 400 metres down to 350 metres
on the receiver.
Ii a 227 tube is used in the oscil
lator, it will be found that the plate
current, as indicated on the m.a.
meter, will vary from about 5 m.a. to
8 m.a., and will go up as high as
12-14 m.a. when the tube stops os
cillating.
The whole oscillator is enclosed in
an aluminium box.
A complete
chassis. 12 in. x 9 in. x 2 in., carries
all the components except the milliam
meter the tuning condenser, the power
switch, and modulation switch. The
chassis is enclosed in an aluminium
box measuring 12 in. x 9 in. x 9 in.,
and provided with a lid. The original
oscillator chassis and box were made
to our order by Geo. White & Co.
A O-30 milliammeter will be found
quite satisfactory for the oscillation in
dicator.
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The
Push Pull
Pentode 4
An Interesting a.c. Receiver
Which Employs Pentodes in
Push-pull and is capable of

Extreme Volume and Clarity
of Tone is Described Below.
By A. K. BOX.
ITHOUT doubt, the develop
ment of associate equipment to
work with the power pentode
has opened up a new vista for the
set builder and the experimenter. The
high power sensitivity of the pentode
has permitted him to get a really high
audio frequency output from a com
paratively small input signal, and this
in turn has made it possible to use
means to cancel out many of the un
desirable characteristics of the pen
tode, which include, of course, over
amplification of the higher register
and the presence of comparatively
strong harmonics in the output.
As an example of what may be done
with the modern pentode when used
in conjunction with suitable apparatus,
we present the “Push-Pull Pentode
Four” for consideration.
This re
ceiver whilst employing only a de
tector stage before the push-pull audio
output stage, is capable of delivering
as great volume as the average screen
grid detector and single pentode re
ceiver, and, at the same time, is free
from overload. The trouble with the
average s.g. detector and pentode re
ceiver is that it overloads long before
the maximum signal output is ob
tained from the detector stage.
Besides improving the power hand
ling characteristics considerably—this
combination will provide an undis
torted output of around three watts—
the use of a push-pull audio stage
does much to cancel out the
undesirable harmonics which, to a
great extent, mar the tone quality of
the pentode amplifier.

W

Technical Details.
A glance at the schematic diagram
will show that the receiver employs a
screen grid detector, which is coupled
to the input transformer which feeds
the push-pulling pentode audio tubes.
Following standard practice, the field
winding of the loud speaker is em
ployed as a filter choke. An innova
tion, as far as many set builders are

The schematic circuit diagram of the “P.P.P. Four.”

concerned is the use of the shunt fed
method of transformer connection.
The reason for this is to take off as
much as possible the load on the
audio transformer primary.
As most set builders are aware, the
passage of direct current through an
iron cored inductance has the effect of
reducing the operating value of this
inductance.
If we use some other
means of supplying direct current to
the plate of the valve, and leaves the
transformer primary to handle the a.c.
PARTS NEEDED.
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
1
4

1
2
1

1
2

1
1
1
1
1

1
0
3

Philips C443 Valves (V2, V3).
Philips E442S Valve (VI).
Philips 15111 Valve (V4).
Stromberg-Carlson .0005 Condenser
(Cl).
A.W.A. Push - Pull Transformer
(AFT).
Marquis 3-Coil Tuner (LI, L2, L3).
Radiomaster Dial.
Polymet 450-V. Electrolytic Con
densers (CT, CS).
Radiokes 23-plate Midget Condenser
(C3).
Veleo E.V.O. Power Transformer.
Miarquis U.Y. Sockets (VI, V2, V3,
and L.S.).
Marquis V.Y. Socket (V4).
Hydra 2 mfd. Condensers, 500-V.
(C5, CO).
Hydra 4 mfd., 500-V. Test
Con
denser (CO).
Hydra 1 mfd., 500-V. Test Con
denser (C4).
Radiokes Centre Tapped, 30 ohm.
Resistors (R5. RO).
T.C.C. .00025 mfd. Condenser (C2).
Veleo Voltage Divider (R4).
2 meg. Carborundum Resistor (RI).
10,000 ohm Carborundum Resistor
(RS).
25,000 ohm Carborundum Resistor
(R2).
500 ohm Bias Resistor (R7).
Lengths Spaghetti.
Terminals.
Nuts. Bolts, Flex, etc.

signal, we shall, first of all, get bet
ter tone quality; and secondly, be
cause, as the inductance increases so
does the impedance, we shall provide
a better match between the transfor
mer primary and the high plate im
pedance of the screen grid tube. This
in turn will mean a greater energy
transfer for a given signal input, and
so we will get increased volume and
better tone from our output stage.
Care has been taken to keep the de
tector and audio circuits isolated.
Separate filament windings are em
ployed for the detector tube and the
audio tubes, and the feed resistor, R2.
stops circuit feed-backs between the
detector and audio stages.
The voltage-dropping resistor in
the screen grid leads of the pentode
tubes is by-passed to earth by a 2
mfd. condenser.
In the original re
ceiver a standard coil kit was used,
but there is no reason why the set
builder should not make his own coils
from the standard data which has
been provided in “Modern Sets” from
time to time.
The power transformer is designed
to operate with four-volt tubes, and
has one high voltage winding deliver
ing 350 volts on each side of the cen
tre tap a four-volt winding for the
Philips 1561 4-volt rectifier tube, and
two four-volt windings for the E442S
detector and the C443 pentodes. The
loud speaker used with the original
receiver was a standard Amplion
type K speaker specially designed for
use with pentodes, and having a 2500
ohm field winding.
The electrolytic
condensers are 450-volt Polymets.
The various pictures of the receiver
make very clear the arrangement of
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the different components on and be¡ow the chassis. All the components
are key lettered to agree with the
circuit diagram, the list of parts, and
the wiring description, so that no dif
ficulty is likely to be experienced in
this direction.
The receiver is built
up on an aluminium chassis measuring
12 inches by 10 inches by 2 inches.
The original chassis was obtained
from Geo. White & Co.
Constructional Information.
When once the components have
been obtained the chassis can be
drilled to take the four valve sockets
on the top and the fifth, which is used
as a connection socket for the speaker
leads.
Other holes which can be
drilled at this stage include the mount
ing holes for the Marquis coil kit, the
three holes which take the leads from
this kit under the chassis the four
mounting holes, and the two lead
holes for the A.W.A. transformer, the
two holes for the Polymet electrolytic
condensers, the mounting holes for the
power transformer and the tuning
condenser, and the holes for the two
aerial and one earth terminals.
The hole for the Radiokes midget
reaction condenser also must be
drilled. It is a good plan at this junc
ture to mount the Velco power trans
former in place, and on the chassis
to mark out two windows one at each
end of the transformer core to take
the leads from the transformer un
derneath the chassis. These windows

Looking down on the chassis of the finished set.

Neat wiring and convenient lay-out is a feature of the receiver as shown
by this under chassis view.

can be seen in the picture showing
the underneath view of the finished
set.
Another window must be cut
to take the dial. This, however, can
only be worked out after the Strom
berg-Carlson condenser has been
mounted.
A small spacing washer,
about half an inch in length, serves
to keep the bracket of the dial in
place. This also can be seen from the
pictures of the finished set.
When all the top panel components
have been mounted in place, we are
ready to start the mounting of those
which are fitted to the underside of
the chassis.- These include the four
fixed condensers and the voltage
dividers. As will be seen from the
underneath view of the finished re
ceiver, it will be necessary to remove
condensers C5 and C6 during the wir
ing of the valve sockets VI and V3.
When once the assembly has been
completed we are ready to start the
wiring of the receiver. We have come
to the conclusion that where ease and
neatness of wiring is concerned, it is
best to use tinned copper wire sleeved
with spaghetti. Because of the bet
ter insulation it offers the leads from
the high voltage side of the power
transformer should be carried in rub
ber covered flex, and flex also is used
(Continued on page 37.)
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The Diamond
All Wave
Battery Two
Complete Information on the Building and
Operation of a Battery Set Which Covers
the Short and Broadcast Wave Bands
By C. A. CULLINAN.

HE receiver we propose to de
scribe in this article is essentially
one for the novice. Although it
is an all-wave receiver—i.e., one which
tunes from the broadcast wave-band
between 200 and 550 metres right
down through the various short-wave
bands to 20 metres, every step in its
design and construction has been ar
ranged so as to make the job of the
new-comer to radio set-building easy.
Furthermore, the set has been so
constituted that it is exceptionally
economical in “A” battery consump
tion, and is reasonably so in “B” bat
tery consumption.
It is built round
the famous Radiotron two-volt valves,
and employs a screen grid detector
and a high-gain pentode audio valve.
A further feature is the fact that auto
matic “C” bias, which dispenses with
the necessity for separate “C” bat
teries, is employed.
The wave range is so adjusted that
but a single tuning condenser is neces
sary to cover the whole scale between
550 and 20 metres. Only four plugs
in coils are needed for this complete
wave range, and there are no switches

T

The front panel view of the finished receiver.

or other troublesome gadgets em
ployed to achieve the desired result.

The Components and Their Uses.
Before we detail the construction of
the receiver it might be as well if we
reviewed the various components used
and explained their particular func
tions.
The variable condenser, Cl,
is a 13-plate midget condenser, the
purpose of which is to tune the aerial
system so that the greatest signal in
put on various wave lengths may
reach the grid of the detector circuit.
The coil, LI, is the grid winding,
which determines the wave length, or
frequency to which the detector will
respond: in other words, decides which
stations will be received.
This coil
is tuned by a .0005 mfd. variable con
denser, C2. In series with this con
denser is a .00025 mfd. condenser, C3,
which has the effect of cutting down
the maximum capacity of C2 to
.000166 mfd., thus permitting the
short-wave bands to be covered effi
ciently without cramping the tuning,
as would be the case if the .0005 mfd.
capacity was employed. The circuit

The schematic diagram which shows the circuit arrangements of the all
wave receiver.

is so arranged that only when the
short-wave coils are used is C3 con
nected into circuit. When the broad
cast coil is used, the fixed condenser
is short-circuited, and tuning done
only with the variable condenser, C2.
The condenser, C4, and the resist
ance, RI, are respectively the grid
condenser and the grid resistance.
Note that in order to get maximum
response to weak signals from the
detector the grid leak is returned to
A plus. VI is the detector valve, a
Radiotron UX232 screen grid valve.
The plate of this valve is connected
to the second coil winding. L2, which
is the reaction winding.
The degree of reaction is governed
by the size of this coil; the voltage
applied to the plate and screening
grid of VI and the Radiokes 23-plate
midget condenser, C5. The detector
valve is resistance coupled to the audio
valve, V2, by means of a plate resist
ance, R2, a grid resistance, R3, and
a coupling condenser, C6. In order to get greater control over
the plate voltage applied to the de
tector tube, and, consequently, to be
able to operate the receiver at its most
favourable reaction point, a second re
sistance—this time variable—R3 is
employed. Because of the noise heard
in the headphones or loud speaker
during the movement of this resistor,
it is shunted with a large capacitxcondenser, C7.
The voltage applied
to the screen grid, of course, is much
less than that required by the plate,
so we connect a high resistance, R4,
in series between the screen grid and
the high voltage battery lead. The
screen grid also is by-passed to earth
by means of a high-capacity condenser
in order that no instability will be
present in the detector circuit.
The audio amplifying valve, V2, is
a Radiotron UX233 pentode tube. Its
plate- is connected to one side of the
loud speaker, whilst its screening grid
is connected to the other side of the
speaker and to the high voltage “B”
battery lead. R6 is the bias resistor
which is connected between the B
minus and the A minus, or earth
leads, so that the drop of voltage
across it. occasioned by the flow of
current for VI and V2, will provide
us with the necessary C bias voltage
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for V2.
The condenser, C8, con
nected across it serves merely to pro
vide an easy audio frequency current
path. Note that the A minus termi
nal on the sockets of VI and V2 are
connected to earth, and that between
earth and the “A” minus battery lead
a switch is provided.

The Tuning Coils.
The next thing to claim our atten
tion is the tuning coil arrangement.
As will be seen from the diagrams, the
tuning coils are wound on UY valve
bases, which have been provided with
bakelite formers, which fit over them.
There are only four connections to be
made to the short-wave coils, but the
whole five pins of the base are used
This is be
for the broadcast coil.
cause, in order to short-circuit the
fixed condenser, C3, the P and one F
terminal on the valve base must be
connected together. So much for the
coil details.
Later on we will give complete
winding data for the four coils neces
sary to cover the wave range.
Constructional details of the re
ceiver are as follow:—The set is built
up on an aluminium chassis, to which
is bolted a bakelite front panel to
carry the main tuning condenser, C2,
the reaction condenser, C5, the vari
able resistance, R3, and the filament
switch, SI.
The front panel measures 7 inches
by 12 inches, whilst the aluminium
chassis measures 12 inches in length,
9 inches in breadth, and 2 inches in
depth.
All the components except
those on the front panel are mounted

Looking down on the finished set one cannot help but be impressed by its
“clean” appearance.

underneath the chassis, holes being
cut for the three sockets used for the
valves and the coils.

The terminals for the loud speaker
and the aerial and earth are mounted
on the back edge of the chassis, all
except the earth terminal being insu
lated from contact with the chassis
by means of bakelite or fibre washers.
The various pictures of the finished
set, the schematic diagram, and the
layout and plan-wiring diagram will
all help the prospective set-builder to
make up a set exactly similar to the
original one.
Note that all compo
nents in the list of parts are keylettered to agree with the pictures and
diagrams of the receiver. In building
the receiver it is wise to stick as
closely as possible to the original lay->
out and to pay attention to insulation
from the metal chassis of such compo
nents as the midget condenser, Cl, the
aerial terminal. A, and the two loud
speaker terminals, LS. In the plan
wiring diagram the dashed lines indi
cate that rubber-covered, flexible wire
has been used. This is for the two
“B” battery leads and the two “A”
battery leads.
The following data on the coils will
enable the experimenter to wind in
ductances which will cover the whole
wave band:—
Wave Band.
Number of Turns.
LI .. L2
Broadcast................ 65 ..
30
90-55 metres............ 15 ..
11
31-60 metres . .. .. 9 ..
11
19-36 metres............
5 ..
7
Note in winding the coils that each
winding must be laid on in the same
direction—i.e., clockwise or anti-clock(Continued on page 39.)
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HOW TO MAKE

A Short Wave
Wave-Meter
The Necessity for Calibrating the Coils and Condensers of
a Short Wave Receiver Makes this Gadget of Particular
Interest to the Experimenter.
By C. M. SCOTT.

HEN we build a broadcast re
ceiver, we know that when it
is put into operation the local
broadcasting stations will be tuned in
at certain positions on the tuning con
denser dial. Using the standard tun
ing arrangement, we could almost fore
tell what the actual dial readings would
be for each station before finishing the
receiver.
Things are very different on the
short waves, where many factors will
affect the tuning range of the conden
ser-coil combination.
It is very annoying to hear many
Morse and ’phone stations without
knowing their wave-lengths.
For the short wave listener the wave
meter about to be described is an ex
tremely useful piece of apparatus,
simple in operation and construction,
and, although not highly accurate, is
sufficiently so to meet the requirements
of the average listener.
The meter, which is of the absorp
tion type, consists simply of a coil and
variable condenser, which form a re
sonant circuit.
When the coil of the wave-meter is
brought into the field of the tuning-coil
of an oscillating detector and tuned
to the same wave-length as the detec
tor, it will absorb energy- from the grid
circuit, resulting in the stoppage of the
oscillation.
When properly calibrated it will be
possible to read as close, or even closer,
than one quarter of a metre.

W

Constructional Details,
The box containing the components
is constructed of wood, or, if an alu-
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An idea of the calibration curve of
* the finished instrument is furnished
by this illustration.

minium box is available, it will suffice.
Shielding, however, is not essential,
because a high degree of accuracy is
impossible with this type of meter.
The dimensions are 34 inches high, 4
inches wide by 54 inches long.
On one side of the box screw down
the valve socket which takes the valve
base coil.
Attach two thick flex
leads to two of the terminals on the
socket, and bring them inside through
two sma'l holes.
The .00025 mfd variable condenser
is next mounted centrally and towards
one end of the 54 inch x 4 inch panel.
At theother end, and mounted cen
trally, is an ordinary tarch globe soc
ket to the fixed plates of the variable
globe.
Connect one lead from the coil soc
ket, into which is fitted a 3.5 torch
condenser, and from the moving plates
connect across to one side of the torch
socket.
The remaining side of the
torch socket now connects back to the
remaining flex wire from the coil.
The pea lamp has been included so
as to make the meter suitable for mak
ing rough cheeks on the wave-length of
transmitters.
If desired, the pea lamp can be dis
pensed with, the moving plates then
being connected straight back to the
coil.
The coil is wound on an ordinary
valve base and consists of eleven turns
of 22 S.W.G. enamel wire.
Either a vernier dial or a knob turn
ing over a scale as shown in the photo
graph can be used.
Calibrating the Meter.
If an oscillator tuned to some
known wave-length on the broadcast
band is available, the meter could be
calibrated from its harmonics.
For
those who possess only one receiver,
the best method would be to use the
short-wave stations of known wave
length.
In this case stations such as RV15
70.2 metres, Moscow 50 metres, PLV
31.86 metres, and G5SW 25.53, could
be used.
The detector is first set in oscilla
tion on one of the above wave-lengths,
and the dial of the wave meter rotated
until a sharp point is observed where
the detector goes out of oscillation.
The dial reading at this point must be
noted.
Perform this operation for
as many wave-lengths as possible.

The original meter made by the writer
of this article.

On a piece of tenth squared paper
set out the dial degrees horizontally,
say 1 inch equals 10 degrees, and set
out the metres wave-length vertically,
say 1 inch equals 10 metres.
Plot the dial readings obtained
against the known wave-length and
join the point .by a curved line.
Using this curve, the wae-dength of
any station between 19 and 72 metres,
can be found when the wave meter dial
reading is known.
Having the detector circuit just in
oscillation, bring up the wave metre
so that its coil is brought into the
field of the detector coil. Rotate the
dial of the metre until the detector
goes out of oscillation and in again,
resulting in two clicks.
Reduce the
coupling between the two coils until
only one click is heard, and note the
dial reading. The wave-length at this
dial setting can now be read directly
from the curve.

The schematic diagram of the wave
meter.
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sets

WITH THe

MEGAŒLIST
Conducted by Charles M. Scott. (VK3CS).

practically nothing doing below
OR more successful reception
about 28 metres. There is al
throughout the twenty-four
hours, the listener should tune toways a drift towards the higher
wave-lengths in winter.
certain wave-lengths at certain
times of the day.
From 50 to 85 metres tuning
should
be do,ne from sunset to
Although reception varies
daybreak.
Very little in the way
slightly in different localities, it
of “D.X.” can be heard over 85
will be found, as a general rule,
metres.
that the following times hold
To avoid wasting time when
good for Australia:—
■looking for new stations, it is a
From 14 to 25 metres tuning
good idea to listen on the hour
should be done from daybreak to
or half-hour, as schedules are
sunset during the winter months,
usually arranged at these times.
i.e., from about April to Septem
ber.
WAVE - LENGTH - FRE
QUENCY CONVERSION.
It is only possible to receive
successfully long-distance tele
T is much more convenient to
phony along a path of complete
talk in kilocycles and mega
daylight on these shorter waves.
cycles
rather than in metres.
Such stations include J1AA,
Japan, 19.03 metres; VPD, Suva,
20.80 metres; and KKW, Cali
fornia, 21.77 metres.
Stations within much shorter
range, such as ZLW, Wellington,
and Australian stations, of course,
can be heard during daylight on
wave-lengths over 50 metres.
During the summer months, i.e..
October to March, tuning from
14 to 25 metres can be done
throughout the twenty-four
hours.
In winter practically all tele
phony stations below 25 metres
become inaudible after sunset.
On wave-length between • be
tween 20 and 50 metres tuning
should be done from 3 p.m. to
Mr. Startz, the famous P.C.J. an
10 a.m. throughout the year.
nouncer who has been heard by
However, it will be found that
thousands of short wave listeners
throughout the world.
during the winter nights there is

F

I

It has been the practice, how
ever, on the longer waves to talk
in metres, and this has been car
ried down to the present short
waves.
To start with, 1 kilocycle equals
1000 cycles (or complete oscilla
tions), and 1 megacycle equals
1000 kilocycles.
Therefore, to
change metres to kilocycles divide
300,000 (the velocity of radio
waves in kilometres) by the num
ber of metres. For megacycles
divide the result by 1000.

For example, the frequency at
50 metres equals 300,000 divided
by 50 equals 6000 k.c., or in mega
cycles, 6000 divided by 1000
equals 6 m.c.
To convert kilocycles and
megacycles to metres, just re
verse the order of things.

Multiply the megacycles by
1000 and the result is kilocycles;
now divide the number of kilo
cycles into 300,000, and the an
swer is metres wave-length.
For example, find the wave' length at 6 megacycles, 6 multi
plied by 1000 equals 6000 k.c. ;
300,000 divided by 6000 equals 50
metres.
In studying wave-length-fre
quency conversions, we find that
as the wave-length is decreased
the frequency charge per metre
becomes greater and greater.
This is easily seen from the curve
in Fig. 1.
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S. W. Wave-length
Allocations
The Official Wavelength — Frequency

It is obvious, therefore, that be
cause of the large number of fre
quencies available below 100
metres, short-waves exhibit great
possibilities in the future of radio
for both broadcasting and tele
vision.
■Experienced short-wave listen
ers are aware that practically all
of the short-wave broadcast and
telephone stations are located at
definite points in the wave-length
spectrum between 13 and 100
metres.
Newcomers, however, do not al
ways know, and until this fact is
•learned, a considerable amount of
valuable time may be wasted in
searching for stations ; so some in
formation concerning the distribu
tion will, no doubt, be of interest.
All the useful wave-lengths
from 33,000 metres downwards
have been allotted by Interna
tional Conference, between the
various services which are likely
to need them.
The services are : “Fixed” ser
vices, which are stations used for
communication with other sta
tions in all directions, such as
shore stations in marine Com
munication systems;
“Point to Point” stations, such
as beam telegraph and telephone
installations, where the only com
munication is directed between
two fixed points ;
“Mobile” stations, which in
clude ships, commercial aircraft,
etc.; army, navy and air force'
services ;
“Amateur and Experimental,”
and, very important so far as we
are concerned, Radio Broadcast
ing Services.
Following is the complete
short-wave schedule of interna
tional wave allocations, as agreed
upon by the Conference, and to
which practically all of the sta* tions of the world employing
radio services adhere.

Allocations

of

the Various Short Wavelengths Between 200 and
5 Metres.

1500 to 1715 kc. (200 to 175
metres)—Mobile.
1715 to 2000 kc. (175 to 150
metres)—Mobile, fixed and ama
teurs.
2000 to 2250 kc. (150 to 133
metres)—Mobile and fixed.
2250 to 2750 kc. (133 to 109
metres)—Mobile.
2750 to 2850 kc. (109 to 105
metres)—Fixed stations.
2850 to 3500 kc. (105 to 85
metres)—Mobile and fixed.
3500 to 4000 kc. (85 to 75
metres)^-Mobile, fixed, and ama
teurs.
4000 to 5500 kc. (75 to 54
metres)—Mobile and fixed.
5500 to 5700 kc. (54 to 52
metres)—Mobile.
5700 to 6000 kc. (52.7 to 50
metres)—Fixed.
6000 to 6150 kc. (50 to 48.8
metres)—Broadcasting.
6150 to 6675 kc. (48.8 to 45
metres)-—Mobile.
6675 to 7000 kc. (45 to 42.8
metres)—Fixed.
7000 to 7300 kc. (42.8 to 41
metres)—Amateurs.
7300 to 8200 kc. (41 to 36.6
metres)—Fixed.
3200 to 8550 kc. (36.6 to 35.1
metres)—Mobile.
8550 to 8900 kc. (35.1 to 33.7
metres)—Mobile and fixed.
3900 to 9500 kc. (33.7 to 31.6
metres)—Fixed.
9500 to 9600 kc. (31.6 to 31.2
metres)—-Broadcasting.
9600 to 11,000 kc. (31.2 to 27.3
metres)—Fixed.
'1,000 to 11,400 kc. (27.3 to 26.3
metres)—Mobile.

11,400 to 11,700 kc. (26.3 to 25.6
metres)—Fixed.
11,700 to 11,900 kc. (25.6 to 25.2
metres)—Broadcasting.
11,900 to 12,300 kc. (25.2 to 24.4
metres)—Fixed.
12,300 to 12,825 kc. (24.4 to 23.4
metres)—Mobile.
12.825 to 13,350 kc. (23.4 to 22.4
metres)—Mobile and fixed.
13,350 to 14,000 kc. (22.4 to 21.3
metres)—Fixed.
14,000 to 14,400 kc. (21.4 to 20.8
metres)—Amateur.
14,400 to 15,100 kc. (20.8 to
19.85 metres)—Fixed.
15,100 to 15,350 kc. (19.85 to
19.55 metres)—Broadcasting.
15,350 to 16,400 kc (19.55 to
18.3 metres)—Fixed.
16,400 to 17,100 kc. (18.3 to 17.5
metres)—Mobile.
”17,100 to 17,750 kc. (17.5 to 16.9
metres)—Mobile and fixed.
17,750 to 17,800 kc. (16.9 to
16.85 metres)—Broadcasting.
17,800 to 21,450 kc. (16.85 to 14
metres)—Fixed.
21,450 to 21,550 kc. (14 to 13.9
metres)—Broadcasting.
21,550 to 22,300 kc. (13.9 to
13.45 metres)—Mobile and fixed.
22,300 to 23,000 kc. (13.1 to 10.7
metres)—Not reserved.
28,000 to 30,000 kc. (10.7 to 10
metres)—Amateurs and experi
ments.
30.000 to 56,000 kc. (10 to 5.35
metres)—Not reserved.
56,000 to 60,000 kc. (5.35 to 5
metres)—Amateurs and experi
ments.
60,000 kc (5 to 0 metres)—Not
reserved.
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What’s On the Air
Reports of Outstanding Receptions and Details of Regular

Transmissions which can be Tuned in by the Owners of
Reasonably Efficient Receivers.

T1 HE most recent outstanding
x feature was the series of spe
cial broadcasts from overseas in
connection with the International
Eucharistic Congress celebrations
held at Dublin.
Vivid descriptions of the
various scenes and brilliant light
ing in Dublin were flashed to all
corners of the earth, via short
waves.
On Thursday, June 23, at 4
o’clock in the afternoon—it was 7
o’clock on a sunny June morning
in Ireland—the Rev. F. Moyni
han, one of the representatives of
Australia at the Congress, broad
cast a special message to Aus
tralian listeners.
The speech was very clear and
distinct, considering the number
of channels it had to travel
through before reaching the lis
tener in Australia.
His voice was first transmitted
through the ordinary submarine
cable telephone to England,
where it was picked up and broad
cast from the Rugby wireless sta
tion, GBP, on 28.0 metres^, to
A.W.A. at Sydney.
From Sydney it again travel
led via land line to Melbourne,
where a rebroadcast was made by
some of the local stations.
H.V.J.

BROADCASTS
AUSTRALIA.

and highly efficient short-wave
radio stations on the air to-day,
and was presented to the Vatican
State by Marchese Marconi.
Built under the personal super
vision of Marchese Marconi,
many new ideas have been in
corporated in the transmitter.
Two of the new features are: A
special master oscillator to control
the frequency, and an antenna
system which produces a uniform
current along the entire length of
the antenna.
The antenna is strung horizon
tally between two very high
masts, and is fed at the centre.
The power in use at present is
10. k.w. to the aerial.
Long before the station was
officially opened, Marchese Mar
coni was heard daily personally
conducting tests with W2XAF

Page Twenty-one
and other well-known stations.
HVJ can be heard daily on
51.26 metres between 5 o’clr»ck
and 5.30 a.m., usually at excel
lent strength throughout the year,
and on 19.84 metres in the sum
mer time between 8 p.m. and 8.30
p.m.
REGULAR ENGLISH SES
SION FROM RADIO
COLONIALE.

CACH Tuesday morning, between 8.30 and 9 o’clock,
Radio Coloniale, Paris, broadcasts
a programme conducted by a
group of Americans known as the
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
The session is announced as
the V.F.W. Information Bureau
programme for English-speaking
people of the world, and is being
conducted to advertise the
V.F.W. activities all over the
world, and to encourage as many
ex-service men as possible who
fought between 1917 and 1918 to
visit Paris in 1935, when a great
encampment will take place.
Musical items are rendered by
French and American artists, in
terspersed with news and V.F.W.
information.

TO

A NOTHER interesting broad-

cast was heard from the
Vatican station, HVJ, on 19.84
metres, when the Pope delivered
an address throughout the world
in connection with the Congress.
The reception this time, how
ever, was very poor, owing to the
hour at which the broadcast took
place.
HVJ is one of the most modern

Some idea of the expensive equipment required for international s.w. broad
casting can be gauged from this picture of the rectifier plant at the
Philips station PHI.
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Radio Coloniale is operated by
the French Government, and
works on 25.60 metres during
the morning transmission, and, as
mentioned previously, can be re
ceived at excellent speaker
strength.
Reports on this programme
will be greatly appreciated by the
station engineers, whose address
is: Radio Coloniale, 103 Rue de
Grenelle, Paris, France.
Radio Coloniale can now be
also heard round about midnight
on 19.68 metres, but the signal
strength is very poor.
However, by September or Oc
tober a big improvement will be
noticed, and the signal will build
up more and more as the summer
approaches.
J1AA SENDS SPECIAL PRO
GRAMMES.
C TATION J1AA, situated at

Kemikawa, Cho., Japan, has
been heard broadcasting between
7 p.m. and 11 p.m. on a wave
length of 30 metres. The signal
• strength varied between R6 and
R7, QSA4, the programme con
sisting of Japanese music and
speech, and an occasional an
nouncement in English.
J1AA is the only short-wave
station in Japan which is allowed
to broadcast. It is now used
mainly for transmitting special
programmes to Southern Man
churia, where they are picked up
and rebroadcast by the long-wave
Dairen station.
The wave-lengths used by
J1AA at various times are :—
38.07 metres, 7880 K.C.
30.00 metres, 10,000 K.C.
22.93 metres, 13,075 K.C.
19.036 metres, 15,760 K.C.
Directional aerials are em
ployed, and the station sometimes
tests with California, Berlin, and
The power of the
London.
transmitter varies between 3 and
5 K.W.
BIG BEN FROM G5SW.
M OW that the reception of
1
G5SW has improved in the
mornings, nearly every short
wave listener has heard the West
minster chimes and Big Ben,
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which are broadcast each morn
ing at 9 o’clock on a wave-length
of 25.53 metres.
It is the largest striking clock
in the world. The hour hands
are nine feet, and the minute
hands 14 feet long.
Big Ben, the bell on which the
clock strikes the hour, weighs
13| tons, and the hammer 400
lbs. The first note denotes cor
rect time.
The microphotae appears to be
placed in the gardens, because if
you listen carefully a nightingale
can be heard singing with Big
Ben in the background.

from the A.W.A. offices in Syd
ney, and told of his experiences in
Australia.
The following night, between 9
and 9.30 o’clock, W2XAF broad
cast their special programme for
Australian listeners.

MCDERN

RADIO SAIGON CLOSES.

I T is with very much regret

1 that we announce the closing
of one of the most powerful and
regular broadcasting station's,
Radio Saigon.
Radio Saigon was one on which
we could always depend, and was
always there to try out our re
ceivers on.
The 25 metre broadcasts from
the station last summer were
among the very best ever heard
from overseas.
AUSTRALIA AND AMERICA
EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES.

HE exchange of programmes

between the various coun
T tries
of the world is of far

greater importance than one may
at first imagine, in helping to
bring about international good
will.
On the occasion of the first an
niversary of the A.W.A. World
wide Broadcasting Service, which
was inaugurated by Mr. Fisk, a
special programme was transmit
ted from VK2ME, Sydney, on
Sunday night, July 3.
This broadcast was picked up
by W2XAF, the Schenectady sta
tion of the General Electric Co.,
and rebroadcast throughout the
U.S.A, on the National Broad
casting chain.
Sir Charles Kingsford Smith,
speaking from Roma. Queensland,
sent his greeting’s to the United
States, as did the American boxer,
“Young” Stribling, who spoke

THE GERMAN STATIONS.

VERIFICATION received
from the Reichspostzentralamt offices at Berlin states
that broadcasts are made on two
wave-lengths—31.38 metres and
19.737 metres. The call letters of
the station on 31.38 metres are
DJA, while the call of the station
on 19.737 metres is DJB.
Both stations broadcast a
special programme for the United
States each Monday morning.
Up to the present no reports on
the reception of DJA have been
received.
DAQ, 29.155 metres, is another
German station which broadcasts
special programmes for America.
A

CT1AA, PORTUGAL, ON
TWO WAVE-LENGTHS.
A V ERIFICATION has just
** come to hand from Abilio
Nunes dos Santos, jun., owner
and operator of station CT1AA,
Lisbon. Portugal. He states that
CT1AA broadcasts each Thurs
day between 2100 and 2300 GMT
on a wave-length of 31.25 metres.
That is each Friday morning be
tween 7 o’clock and 9 o’clock local
time here.
Broadcasts are, of course, also
carried out on 42.9 metres at the
same time each Saturday morn
ing.
BANDOENG ON NEW
WAVE-LENGTH.

ANDOENG. Java, has been
heard calling VK2ME, Syd
ney, during the evenings a
little earlier than usual. Station
PLF, working on 29.25 metres is
being used.
Transmission
was
simul
taneously taking place from PLV
on 31.86 metres, but the signal
strength of both stations was
very poor.

B
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Short-wave
Re-broadcasts
(2) The angle of radiation of
the radio wave from the transmit
ter.
(3) The season of the year.
High power, although another
important factor, is not nearly so
important as the angle of radia
tion.
Observations taken in America
on VK3ME working on 31.55
metres, and VK2ME on 28.5
metres, show that at times
VK3ME is just as loud as
VK2ME, yet the power used by
VK2ME is, roughly, six times as
much as that used by VK3ME.
Whatever time we wish to lis
ten there is usually some par
ticular wave-length which will
have a maximum period at that
time.
This field of radio requires ex
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SCALE OF R E L A T IV E SOUND

The ear, luckily for us, possesses the peculiarity
of being more responsive to weak sounds than to
loud ones. If this was not so, we would be in a
pretty pickle, for we either would have to converse
in shouts, or our ear drums would be shattered by
noises such as thunder.

1,000,000,000

OVERHEAD RAILWAY

8

’THE chart published on this page is of exceptional interest.
It gives the experimenter
an idea of the relative loudness of different sounds,
and it enables him, by looking at the decibel scale
on the extreme left, to visualise just how great a
gain a particular audio amplifier will have.
For example, if we designed an audio amplifier
having a gain of 100 decibels, we would expect it
to amplify a whisper to thunderous proportions.
On the other hand, the chart gives us some idea
of the relative lack of sensitivity of the human ear.
Ask the average man how much louder than a
whisper is thunder, and he will probably reply,
“Oh! About 1000 times,” when in effect it is about
10,000.000.000 times louder.

100, OOft 000.000

8

The Intensity
of Sound

6o

W E have heard recently many
re-broadcasts of overseas
short-wave stations through the
local broadcasters. Some were
very successful, while others were
failures.
Why many re-broadcasts are
failures in Australia is principally
due to the lack of sufficient in
formation on the behaviour of
short-wave signals from overseas.
Every signal in the short-wave
spectrum between 10 and 100
metres has a definite maximum
period at some time of the twentyfour hours.
The time at which the maxi
mum signal strength occurs de
pends to a large extent on the
following:—
(1) The wave-length or fre
quency used.

tensive research work in which
the listener can play a very'"’im
portant part.
The work within his scope
would be in the form of regular
daily observations on the signal
strengths from the regular over
seas broadcasting stations.
Of course such observations
would have to be continued for
several years before reception at
pre-determined times could be
guaranteed.
The procedure would be to take
an observation on the signal
every fifteen or thirty minutes
over the period at which the Sta
tion can be heard, for as many
days per week as possible, and
plot the results each day on a
chart.
Apart from the signal strength,
observations would have to be
made on the type of fading,
quality of transmission, local
weather conditions, and inter
ference if any.
Such observations have already
been undertaken in Victoria and
very useful and interesting infor
mation has been obtained.

1
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RUSTLE OF LEAVES
THRESHOLD OF HEARING

0

A chart showing relative intensities of

various sounds.
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Technical
“Shorts”

SYMBOLS IN COMMON USE
The following is a list of radio abbreviations most
frequently used as a kind of technical shorthand. It
should be posted for convenient reference in every
serviceman’s shop.
SYMBOL

Items of Interest to the Experimenter, the Set Builder,
and the Service Man.

N view of the now almost uni
versally adopted “Watt Rat
ing” of resistors, the follow
ing table should be of particular
interest to the set builder and the
experimenter.
Column R shows the standard
radio resistor values in ohms;
manufacturer’s freaks are near
enough to them to make the table
useful in all cases. Columns 1W,
2W, and so on refer to size and
mean “1 watt,” “2 watt,” etc.
Example—a 1,500 ohm resistor is

I

R I IW
100
200
250
500
750
1.000
1.500
2,000
2,500
3 000
4,000
5,000
7,500
10,000
12,500
15.000
20,000
25,000
30,000
35 000
40,000
50,000
60,000
70,000
75,000
100,000
150 000
200,000
250,000
300,000
400,000
500,000
* 750,000
1,000,000

100
70
65
44
37
32
25
22
20
18
15.5
14
13
10
8.8
8.2
7
6.5
5.8
5.3
5
4.4
4.1
3.8
3.7
3.2
2.5
2.2
2
1.8
1.55
1.4
1.3
1

needed to carry 50 milliamperes.
Start at 1500 in the R column, go
to the right until you strike a
figure slightly larger than 50,
which this time means 55, under
5W. Thus a 5 watt resistor will
do, but will be running at full
rating, therefore hot. To run
“warm” continue to the right un
til you strike a figure about 1|
times the load current—in this
case 80, which is in the 10-watt
size. To run “cool” go on to a
current figure twice the current

WATTS RATING (W) OR SIZE

OHMS

I 2W

140
98
91
67
52
45
35
31
28
25
22
20
18
14
12
11
9.8
9.1
8.1
7.5
7
6.7
6
5.3
5.2
4.5
3.5
3.1
2.8
2.5
2.2
2
1.8
1.4

I 3W I 5W I 10W | 20W 125W150W | 100W
500 700 1.000
448
223
320
175
700
315
350 490
154
225
120
650
291
325 455
143
112
208
440
220 308
197
141
97
75
370
185 259
165
82
118
61
320
160 224
144
71
103
35
250
112
125 175
80
43
55
220
100
110 154
71
38
49
200
100 140
64
90
34
44
180
81
90 126
40
58
31
155
73 103
70
50
34
26
70
98
140
63
31
45
24
130
91
59
65
42
22
29
70
100
50
32
44.8
22.3
17.5
62
88
44
39
28
15
19 .3
82
41
57
33
26
14
18
49
70
35
15.4
22.5
31
12
46
65
29
33
14.3
20.8
11.2
58
41
25
29
18
9.2
13
53
24
26
37
17
12
9
22
35
50
25
15.5
11
8.5
44
22
14.1
20
31
9.7
7.5
41
21
30
18
13
7
9
28
38
8.4
12
17
19
6.5
37
18
26
11.8
16
8 .2
6.1
32
14.3
10.3
16
23
3.5
7.1
8
5.5
4.3
4.9
7.1
3.8
6.4
4.4
3.4
5.8
4
3.1
5
3 .4
2.6
4.5
2.4
3.1
4.2
2.2
2 .9
3.2
2.2
1.7

MEANING

B supply voltage
Ep
Voltage at plate of tube
Ec or E f Grid-bias voltage
Ef
Filament terminal voltage
Ip
Plate current
I,
Grid current
Ir
Filament current
R,
Plate resistance of tube
MU (n)
Amplification constant of tube
Gm
Mutual conductance of tube
Rl
Load resistance in plate circuit of lube
DB
Transmission unit
IR
Current times resistance
Eb

a
«
a
kH

a
, i
h-t
s

H
z
w
«
«
P
U
Q
a
H
<
l-H

to be handled, in this case 112 in
the 20 watt column.
Other
values can be “guessed in” as fol
lows :
Sticking to one ohmage (resist
ance value); doubled current re
quires 4 times the rating in watts,
tripling requires 9 times the rat
ing.
the current calls for J the
wattage rating, cutting the cur
rent to 1/3 calls for 1/9 the wat
tage rating.
Sticking to one size of resistor
(wattage rating) ; twice the resis
tance drops the current capacity
to .7, three times the resistance
drops it to .6 of the original. Half
the resistance allows 1.4 times the
current, one-third the resistance
allows 1.7 times the current.
Incidentally, we notice that A.
J. Veall Pty. Ltd. have put out a
handy resistor sheet which con
tains complete information on the
colout code and resistance values
of a very wide range of resistors.
Apart from its value as a list of
standard resistor values, Veall’s
sheet is valuable because all the
resistors listed carry the Ameri
can R.M.A. colour code marking,
a point of particular interest to
the service man who is likely to
come in contact with commer
cially made receivers. We under
stand that a stamped and ad
dressed envelope sent to Veall’s
will ensure a copy of the resistor
sheet reaching those interested.
HUM ON CARRIER.

HE troublesome effect known
as “hum on carrier” is usually
due to ineffective r-f filtering of
the power supply leads or to other

T
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stray regeneration, although ex
cessive hum in the B-supply ag
gravates the matter. “Hum on
carrier” takes the form that the
hum in the set increases when
a carrier is tuned in. The user
of the set usually assumes that
the transmitting station has a
“rotten carrier” and is very much
startled to find that a battery
driven oscillater sounds the same
way though it is clearly humless.

to .1 mica for high frequency
radio.
3—The cure for deficient filter
ing is obviously an improve
ment in the filter, the shifting
of audio or power transfor
mers or filter chokes, the
tightening of cores to pre
vent vibration, and finally the
replacement of dubious parts
or valves.

The usual causes of hum-oncarrier are:
1—Stray feedbacks.
2—Overloading of the cathode,
grid, screen or plate of an in' directly heated tube.
3—Badly filtered plate supply.

PREFIXES USED IN RADIO
WORK.

In turn, the cures are:
1—Assume the shielding to be
o.k. and by trial find where
improvement is made by a
resistance-capacity decoupler.
2—Make sure that the 224 cath
ode resistors are normal
(250-600 for one tube, | as
much for two using the same
resistor) and that the volume
control does something be
sides raising the cathode re
sistance. Obviously, screen
overload is bad too, hence a
screen-voltage control of
volume is “out” in favour of
such a one as just mentioned.
Either set the old control at
maximum gain or substitute
a fixed resistance that will
not be monkeyed with
Plate-overload can also
happen, usually where the
tube is run on some absurdly
low voltage through use of a
resistance coupling fed from
some point incapable of sup
plying more than 180 volts.
The moral is to go higher
on the B supply for the feed
voltage, or to combine this
with the scheme shown in
Fig. 2, using a series R of
2000 ohms for audio 227
tubes, and about 10,000 for
r-f 224 tubes. In either case,
put a bypass at the left end
of the series R, 1 mfd. for
audio, .1 to .3 non-inductive
for broadcast radio, or .01

TT happens that many of the
1 units used extensively in elec
trical work are either too small
or too large for convenient use
in radio work. Instead of using
large, cumbersome numbers to
indicate the fractional or multiple
parts of these units, it has become
customary to make use of stan
dard prefixes ahead of the origi
nal units, for simplifying calcu
lations and avoiding many errors.
The student of radio should
familiarise himself with these
terms, so that he may become
proficient in their understanding
and use. A list of these prefixes
is given below.
Prefix.
Meaning.
“deci”.............one-tenth
“centi”........... one-hundredth
“mil” or “milli” one-thousandth
“micro”...........one-millionth
“micro-micro”, one-millionth of
one-millionth
“deka”............ 10 times
“hekta” ..... 100 times
“kilo”............. 1,000 times.
“mega”........... 1,000,000 times
Thus, “deci” means that the
new unit is 0.1 of the original
unit. A decimeter is 0.1 of a
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meter. A milliampere is 0.001 of
an ampere. A microhenry is
0.000001 of a henry. A micro
farad is 0.000001 of a farad. In
stead of saying that a condenser
has a capacity of O.OOO35 micro
farads, we can say that it has a
capacity of 350 micro-microfarads, etc.
A “centimeter” of inductance is
equal to 0.001 of a microhenry.
This unit does not follow the
general rule.
The prefix “deka” means that
the new unit is ten times the
original unit. The prefixt “kilo”
means that the new unit is 1000
times the original unit. Thus,
one “kilocycle” equals 1000
cycles. One “megohm” equals
1,000,000 ohms, etc.
STOPPING CONDENSERS.

WIT H everything else in the
’’ place quite right some very
mysterious distortions and ex
plosions can take place if the
grid condensers are not of the
first quality. A test that sounds
very rough, and is actually not
altogether hopeless, is to try the
condenser in series with a pair
of phones and several hundred
volts of good, quiet B battery.
If one hearty click and a few
faint ones are followed by silence
on further contacts the condenser
is not too bad. If it keeps
on clicking faintly at each
contact the condenser is leaky,
either inside or across some
dirt or moisture on (the out
side. If the trouble is inside,
save it for some use where this
does not matter, but don’t use it
in any grid of any receiver, either
good or bad!

Comparative curves of
the a.f. response of a
good quality cone spea
ker and the average 10
inch cone dynamic.
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
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N our last article on this sub
ject, we traced the history of
illumination of talkie studios
from the days when daylight
had to be used, through all the
troubles and difficulties associa
ted with arc lamps, up to the in
vention of the gas-filled electric
lamp, which proved such a boon
to the motion picture producer
and enabled such tremendous
advances in the technique of
motion picture photography.
Film producers blessed the elec
tric lamp of high intensity for
the benefits it brought them, but,
with the invention of the talkie
film, new difficulties arose,
which were of such magnitude
as almost to dishearten both the

I

A talkie recorder used with sound on
film equipment.
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motion picture interests and also
the lamp manufacturers.
The first type of talkie film to
be invented was one which was
synchronised with a gramophone
disc, and this was followed later
by the film which has a sound
strip alongside the picture, on
which is recorded photographic
ally the sounds to be reproduced.
Naturally, the first consideration
when producing a talkie film of
either type is complete silence
in the studio—only the actors’
words or other sounds desired to
be recorded being permitted, be
cause any extraneous noise
would, of course, be recorded
and later reproduced in the
theatre. This difficulty was not
of such tremendous magnitude
with the old gramophone disc
type of talkie film, because the
disc was not capable of record
ing very minute, almost inaud
ible, extraneous noises, and,
therefore, provided it was kept
reasonably quiet, the clicking of
the motion picture camera, and
other similar sounds, were im
material.
This type of talkie
film, however, was never entirely
satisfactory for several reasons;
one being the difficulty of exact
synchronisation with the actions
of the actors, and another was
the fact that a gramophone disc
can only record a very limited
range of tones, it being impos
sible to record the very high
notes.
Still another objection
was the fact that the discs wore
out after a few times playing,
and became very scratchy, re
sulting in poor quality reproduc
tion.
When the more modern type
of talkie film arrived on the
scene, in which a sound strip is
included alongside the film, upon
which the sounds to be repro
duced are recorded photogra-
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From Philips Li

phically and reproduced by
means of a photo-electric cell,
the difficulties of synchronisa
tion and the reproduction of
high notes disappeared, but a
new trouble came in their stead.
Besides the technical troubles
associated with the operation of
photo-electric cells, which are
notoriously changeable, it was
found that the super-sensitive
microphones used picked up all
manner of extraneous noises,
and because any sound, no matter how small, is definitely recorded on the sound strip (since
it is done photographically), the
reproduction of the wanted
sound was found to be mixed
with all manner of unwanted
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Shooting a scene at the Eftee fi
and particularly the boom-suspenc
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ig of Talkie
dios

tg Service Bureau.

noises. These noises arose from
the mechanical sounds of the
motion picture camera, move¿ECOND ments in other parts of the
»THIS studio, and even the sound of
__ J
the director turning over his
ESTING notes while conducting the scene.
-E________ Added to these unwanted
sounds, there became evident an
almost unaccountable humming
sound, and it was a considerable
‘"■ION time before it was discovered
from whence it came. At first
--RN
it was thought that this hum
ming sound in the reproduction
of the film was in some way due
to interaction between the elec_
trical circuits in the theatre, but
•
when these had been absolutely
exonerated from blame, close in-

scudios. Note the array of floodlights
—::rophone in the centre of the picre.
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vestigation showed that the
humming sound came from the
lamps used in photographing the
scene.
It was discovered that
the high intensity gas-filled
lamps used emitted an inaudible
hum, which, however, was picked
up by the microphones used, im
pressed on the film, and, when
reproduced in the theatre, made
itself evident in the humming
sound mentioned.
How to overcome this hum
ming sound was the problem set
before the lamp manufacturers,
and many months of intensive
scientific investigation and re
search work was carried out in
Philips lamp laboratories in
grappling with this difficulty.
Whilst this investigation was
being carried out, the film pro
ducers also placed before the
Philips scientists some other
problems which they required to
be solved, so that the whole
could be embodied in a new type
of lamp. These improvements
desired consisted of more con
centrated filaments, greater
actinic light output, a compara
tive freedom from blackening of
the lamps, and smaller size in
overall dimensions.
The em
bodiment of all these improve
ments in one new type of lamp
was indeed a problem, but
science triumphed in the end,
and it resulted in special film
studio lamps being produced. In
a casual inspection these new
lamps do not appear to be great
ly different from other high in
tensity lamps of the projection
type, but if they are examined
very closely, it will be noted that
there are considerable altera
tions. Further, when the lamp
is burning, additional advant
ages are plainly to be seen.
We will take the lamp section
by section and discuss its merits.
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A silenced camera for use in shooting
talkie scenes.

Firstly, let us consider the over
all dimensions.
Film studio
lamps are produced in two sizes
—large and small. The larger
size is for use in reflectors of
big dimensions and “sun-spots,”
rather after the type of search
lights. The smaller dimension
lamps are of very remarkably
small size, and it is nothing
short of amazing that lamps of
such intensity could be made
with a bulb so small. It would
be wise to mention here that
film studio lamps are made in
intensities of 2000, 3000, 5000,
10,000 and 20,000 watts. A
20,000 watt lamp, of course,
burns sufficient current to illu
minate quite a large-size town,
and when it is realised that in
the larger studios quite a num
ber of these 20,000 watt lamps,
together with film studio lamps
of the smaller sizes for local
lighting, are used in illuminat(Continued on page 36.)
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A Department to Help Solve the Various Technical Problems Which are Encoun

tered by the Radio Set Builder and Experimenter.
Practically every technical paper I
read, when dealing with the question
of short-wave receivers advocates the
use of a radio frequency stage before
the detector. The American papers
suggest an untuned r.f. stage, while
most of the Australian papers seem
to prefer a tuned stage. On my own
detector and two audio short-wave re
ceiver I get excellent results.
Can
you tell me why I should use a radio
frequency stage in front of the detec
tor, and if so, which is best, a tuned
stage or an untuned stage?—C. Adair
(South Yarra, Vic.).
The chief advantage of the radio
frequency amplifier in front of the de
tector in any short wave receiver is
that it makes tuning much less critical
because it removes the aerial load from
the detector.
Added to this is the
actual amplification of the screen grid
valve used in the radio stage. From
the viewpoint of easy operation, the
American technical men appear to have
stuck to the untuned r.f. stage, but
from personal experience we would ad
vise the use of a tuned r.f. stage. The
tuning is not critical and the actual
gain in signal strength is quite notice
able. If you added an r.f. valve to
your present receiver you would have
a much easier time tuning the set than
we suspect you have at present.
*

My audio amplifier which uses a pair
of Ferranti audio transformers, thi
second being a push-pull transformer
feeding a pair of UX245’s sets up a
popping noise when it is first switched
on.' This dies away as the indirectly
heated valves warm up, but sometimes

can be heard again when the amplifier
has been running for a while. Can
you tell me where the trouble is?—
“C.J.W.” (South Kensington, Vic.).
This is a form of audio instability—
is usually referred to as motor-boating.
It is due to some form of feed-back
taking place between the various in
put and output circuits. The fact that

This Free Technical
Information Service is
Open to All “Modern
Sets” Readers.
When
Forwarding Your Ques
tion Be Sure to Give
Every Detail Possible
Regarding the Type of
Receiver, Make
and
Type of Valves and
Speaker, and All Details
Which You Consider
May Help Us to Solve
Your Trouble. Only in
Special
Circumstances
Can We Answer En
quiries by Post.

it dies away when the indirectly heated
tubes warm up indicates that the
trouble is not very serious, and exists
probably in the input circuit of the
push-pull tubes. The possible cause
of a return of the trouble during the
operation of the set is an increased
line voltage and a correspondingly
greater voltage on the plates of all
tubes. Your best solution to the diffi
culty is to employ de-coupling resist
ances and by-pass condensers in the
grid and plate circuits. Resistances of
the order of 100,000 ohms (.1 meg)
should be connected between the C
minus terminals of the audio trans
formers and the earth if the amplifier
uses the standard “O’ bias system. A
2 mfd. condenser should also be con
nected from the C minus terminal on
each transformer to the cathode (in
the case of the indirectly heated tube)
and the filament centre tap in the case
of the push-pull tubes. A further ad
vantage would be the connection of
15,000 ohm wire wound resistor be
tween the B plus terminal on each
audio transformer and the “B” supply
line, and the by-passing of the set side
of these resistors to earth through 2
mfd. condensers.

*

*

*

I intend making the Low Powered
P.A. Amplifier described in July
“Modern Sets.” Can you tell me what
sort of microphone the Harlie is. and
where I can see one.—“Reisz” (North
Brighton, Vic.).
The Harlie microphone used with
our amplifier is a carbon type micro
phone built on principles similar to
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make some provision for field excita
tion. To be on the safe side, simply
disconnect the filter choke leads in the
set from all components to which they
are hooked and connect the dynamic
speaker field leads in their place.
*
*
*

Fig. 2.

the Reisz. It is capable of giving a
good quality output at reasonable sig
nal voltage, and is very robustly made.
We understand that the component can
be obtained from either of the large
city retail houses.
*
*
*
Having obtained excellent results
from my broadcast super-heterodyne
receiver, I am desirous of making it
an all wave receiver by building up a
two or three valve super-het converter
and coupling this unit to the standard
super-het which I shall tune to about
250 metres.
Can you give me any
advice on the matter, and supply me
with coil data, etc.—“Super-Enthusi
ast” (Malvern, Vic.).
Your scheme sounds all right in
theory, but in practice it will be found
that the fact that the broadcast super
het oscillator is running all the time
will spoil your results. So many har
monics of the fundamental signal gene
rated by this oscillator will be picked
up by the short wave super-het con
verter that you will have the greatest
difficulty in avoiding them as you tune
through the various short-wave bands.
Your best plan would be to make the
super-het oscillator and first detector
coils plug in and by means of a num
ber of special short-wave coils cover
the band with the regular super.
*
*
*
My all-electric receiver was designed
for use with a magnetic speaker. Now
I want to use a 2500 ohm field type
dynamic speaker, Will it be necessary to alter the receiver.—“J.P.A.”
(St. Kilda, Vic.).
Before you can use this type of
dynamic speaker t is necessary to

Regarding automatic “C” bias on
battery set. My old style battery re
ceiver has separate “C” batteries. Can
I alter the circuit to use automatic bias
without affecting its operation?
I
understand how to calculate the bias
resistor and how to hook it up.—“J.G.”
(Marysville, Vic.).
The change from standard to auto
matic “C” bias can be made with any
type of receiver. In some of the more
sensitive receivers it is necessary to
connect series resistors and by-pass
condensers in the leads between the
bias resistor and the filament end of
the valves to be biassed in order to
prevent interaction.
*
*
*
During the last few months my
gramophone pick-up, which is about
two years old, seems to have lost a
great deal of volume, and does not
seem to reproduce the high note pro
perly at all. The amplifier, valves and
loud speaker are o.k., because they give
first-class results on radio reception.
Is the pick-up worn out?—“Musician”
(Albert Park, Vic.).

The trouble is probably due to the
fact that the rubber which is used to.
damp the pick-up movement is
perished, and has lost its resiliency.
Your best plan is to get some new
rubber, and to dismantle the pick-up
and replace the worn out rubber with
the new. A piece of bicycle tube re
pairing rubber will do. If this fails,
the permanent magnet has lost its
magnetism, and will have to be re
magnetised.
*
*
*
Why is it that although I can tune
in to Corowa on my “All-Australia
A.C. Four ” described in June “Modern
Sets ” during the day time, and get
good loud speaker strength reception

Fig. 1 gives full details of the selective crystal receiver asked for by R.M.

Fig. 3.
without much fading, that at night
time, although the signal strength is
almost deafening at times, the station
fades very badly.—“Puzzled” (Preston.
Vic.).
The trouble is not in the set. The
fact of the matter is that Corowa has
been specially designed so that at night
the station will not cover the metro
politan area satisfactorily. During the
day time you are picking up only the
ground wave signal, but at night the
sky signal is received at almost equal
strength, but out of phase with the
ground wave signal. The same phe
nomena can be experienced with prac
tically any reasonably distant trans
mitter.

Is it possible to build a crystal re
ceiver which will separate the different
Melbourne broadcasting stations.
I
am only about two miles from 3KZ,
3AW and 3UZ?—R. Mitchell (North
Fitzroy, Vic.).
Although the crystal receiver will
not give anything like the results of
even a single valve set. it is quite pos
sible for you to get the majority at
least of the local stations on a crystal
set without interference. Fig. 1 gives
the circuit of such a receiver, together
with coil winding data.

Can you give me circuit details for
connecting two valves in parallel, and
the same two valves in push-pull? I
am using a battery receiver with a
magnetic speaker. — A.J.B. (Broad
meadows, Vic.).

Figs. 2 and 3 give the necessary cir
cuit information.
Fig. 2 shows the
parallel connection of two valves,
whilst Fig. 3 gives the push-pull con
nection.
Both arrangements are
shown with choke coupling output to
suit your magnetic speaker. The
push-pull arrangement definitely will
give you greater power handling
capability, although the parallel valve
arrangement can be used with your
present transformer. Neither scheme,
though, will increase the volume of
your receiver in spite of the fact that
you are using an additional valve. The
idea behind either arrangement is to
prevent audio frequency overload from
• spoiling reproduction.
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' RADI«
N lesson 1, it was stated that in
stead of transmitting sound
waves directly as in the case
of one person talking to another
across a room, a radio telephone
transmitter converts them into
corresponding electrical waves.
The sound waves vary in inten
sity and form due to the presence
of harmonics. The human voice
includes a range of from about
200 to 3000 cycles per second, and
the average frequency during or
dinary speech is about 800 cycles
per second.
The first step in broadcasting
is to change the air or sound
waves into corresponding electric
currents, or, more exactly speak
ing, to make the waves control
an electric current. This is ac
complished by the microphone.
The most popular form of micro
phone is the carbon type. Its
operation is similar to that of the
common telephone transmitter.
Fig. 15 shows a cross sectional
view of a simplified microphone.
The diaphragm “A” of thin alu
minium or iron is rigidly fastened
to the polished carbon button
“B,” and is held fixed around its
outside edge by the insulated
case “E.” A second carbon but
ton “D” is fastened rigidly in
place, and the space between
them is filled with tiny carbon
granules “C.” A connection is
taken from each of the carbon
buttons, so that current must
flow from one button through the
carbon granules to the other one.
The air waves created by the per
former in the broadcast studio
strike against the diaphragm and

I

cause it to vibrate back and forth
very rapidly, following the sound
wave motion. This also vibrates
the button “B,” causing alternate
pressures and rarefactions in the
carbon granules. The resistance
of these granules varies greatly
as the pressure upon them is
changed. It is very high during
a rarefaction, when the particles
are held loosely, and compara
tively low during a pressure when
they are packed tightly.

Thus the movement of the dia
phragm alters the resistance of
the microphone and so varies the
current flowing through it in exact

The third lesson of Mr. Alfred

Ghiradi’s

wonderful

radio

course deals with the princi

ples of broadcasting, and take
in such

subjects

transmission

and

as

wave

propaga

tion, as well as the “skip dis

tance” effect and fading.

accordance with sound waves.
Fig. 16A shows the steady direct
current flowing through the mic
rophone when the diaphragm is
undisturbed, and the variation in
current produced by transmitting
the sound of “a” as in “father”
is shown in Fig. 16B.
It is evident that the micro
phone acts merely as a variable
resistance in the circuit. The
common form of microphone used
in most studios is the double but
ton type, and is arranged to uti
lise both the forward and back
ward movements of the dia
phragm to produce better varia
tion or modulation of the current.
The mechanism is suspended by
springs to prevent noises due to
accidental jarring, and is enclosed
in a housing.

Another form of microphone
operates by the change in capaci
tance due to the movement of one
diaphragm separated from an
other one by only a few thou
sandths of an inch. This is
known as the condenser micro
phone. The galvanometer type
operates by the movement of a
coil of wire in a strong magnetic
field. The coil moved in the field
by the diaphragm has small cur
rents set up in it which vary in
strength corresponding with the
•movements of the diaphragm.
The microphone changes the
sound waves or vibrations into
corresponding variations in elec
tric current. Since the audible
range of vibrations extends from
about 16 to 20,000 cycles per
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Fig. 15.

Simple Carbon Type Microphone.

second, it is evident that the cur
rent in the microphone circuit
must vary over this range during
a broadcast programme. The
next problem is to transmit the
varying current through space to
the receiving station.

Transmission of Modulated
Signals.
The two ways in which energy
can be transferred from the trans
mitting antenna to the receiving
aerials are by electromagnetic in
duction effect and by electrostatic
and electromagnetic wave radia
tion into space. Fig. 17 shows
a simple circuit for transmission
by inductive effect.
If a direct current is sent
through wire AB, a magnetic field
will be set up around it as soon
as the current starts to flow, and
will collapse as soon as the cur
rent stops. If an alternating cur
rent is sent through it, there will
be a constantly changing mag
netic field, which is set up and
collapses every time the current
changes in direction. Since the
strength of the magnetic field at
any instant depends upon the
strength of the current at that
instant, the field strength grows
to a maximum and then dimin
ishes to zero, over and over again.
If the conductor CD is located in
this varying magnetic field, a
current will be induced in it by
the action of the field, and this
current will be an exact duplicate
of that flowing in AB. This ac
tion is called electromagnetic in
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duction, and is the principle upon
which all transformers operate.
If AB is an antenna carrying
alternating current and CD is re
ceiving aerial near it, then it is
evident that the magnetic field
around AB will induce currents
in the receiving aerial. However,
as the distance from antenna AB
is increased, the strength of the
magnetic field decreases very
rapidly (inversely proportional to
the square of the distance) until
at a comparatively short distance,
depending upon the strength of
the current, its effects are neg
ligible. It is evident then that
this system of transmission by
pure electromagnetic induction
would be unsuitable for broadcast
ing, since enormous power would
be necessary to transmit over any
appreciable distance.
In Fig. 18 the common open
type transmitting circuit is shown.

STEADY DIRECT CUPRENT

MODULATED DIPECT CURRENT

STEADY HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENT

MODULATED

HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENT

Fig. 16.
Modulation of direct and
high frequency Alternating Current
by Impressed Speech Frequencies.
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Fig. 17. Electro-Magnetic Induction.

In this circuit the disturbance in
space is caused primarily by elec
tromagnetic fields, which travel
outward in all directions in the
form of waves. Open circuits are
much more effective radiators of
electrical energy than closed ones,
but even with an open circuit
radiator enormous power would
be necessary to send out waves
having frequencies from 16 to
6000 cycles per second (same as
speech and music) over long dis
tances. The radiation from any
given circuit increases greatly as
the frequency of the current in
the circuit increases.

This is one of the reasons why
it is possible for amateurs trans
mitting at frequencies above
6,OOO,O0O cycles per second (below
50 metres) to reach nearly around
the world when using powers of
only a few watts. It is due to
these characteristics of trans
mission, then, that in order to
transmit over long distance with
the expenditure of a reasonable
amount of power, the open circuit
type antenna or radiator is used,
and currents of very high fre
quencies, running into millions
of cycles per second, are em
ployed for broadcasting.
Modulation Methods.
The practical way of transmit
ting radio programmes by means
of currents of very high fre
quency is to use a high frequency
current which varies in strength
according to the intensity and
frequency of the sound waves to
be transmitted. A steady cur
rent of very high frequency, de
termined by the operating wave
length of the station, is genera
ted by means of large valves ope
rated as oscillators.
This is
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shown in Fig, 16c. Notice that it
is an alternating current, and that
the height or strength of the cur
rent during each cycle is exactly
the same as during any other
cycle. The fact that valves con
nected to a source of direct cur
rent, and a special circuit can be
made to generate alternating cur
rents of high frequency, com
monly called oscillations, is really
the foundation of our present
broadcasting systems.

units related to each other as
shown in Fig. 19.

In most stations it is possible
to cut down to a very small frac
tion of maximum volume. This
operation is accomplished con
tinuously by a station operator,
and is known as monitoring. If
the monitor is not quick and con
stantly on the alert, the loud
notes of an orchestra come in like
thunder, and the low, soft tones
are lost entirely.
The next part of the transmit
ter is the modulator. This is a
valve device, and in the usual
plate power variation, or Heising
method of modulation, it varies
the plate power going into the os
cillator tubes. The oscillator tubes
are usually connected in a Meiss
ner circuit for generating high fre
quency oscillations.
The plate circuits of the
vacuum tubes used as oscillators
must be supplied with high-vol
tage, direct-current power. The
filaments of all the tubes take
quite a large current at low vol
tage. In order to provide this,
some stations employ motor gene
rator sets operating directly from
the electric light and power lines.
The output passes through a coil
and condenser filter combination
designed to take out the commu
tator ripples.
Other stations
transform low voltage AC to high
voltage, and then rectify it, chang
ing it to direct current by special
types of large valves.
If the broadcasting originates
at some point removed from the
station, as in the case of a foot
ball game, the microphones and
usually the speech amplifier are
installed at the field and a wire
telephone line is run to the trans
mitting apparatus in the broad
casting station.
Some stations
employ a portable radiophone
transmitter of low power which
is sent to the scene of activity
and the programme is broadcast
directly from there to the main
broadcasting station, where it is
re-broadcast
with
increased
power.

If the voice current of Fig. 16B
is allowed to regulate the flow’ of
the radio frequency current of
Fig. 16C, that is, to “modulate”
it, the result is the high frequency
current of Fig. 16D, called the
modulated oscillating current.
This current is no longer of con
stant amplitude, but its strength
varies in exact accordance with
the variations in strength and fre
quency of the voice current, or
the spoken sounds. That is, the
steady oscillating current is
modulated by the voice current.
This is accomplished by a valve
known as the modulator tube.
A simple analogy which may
make the action clear is to think
of the oscillating current as a
steady stream of water flowing
out of the nozzle of a hose. The
voice current is represented by an
adjustable opening in the nozzle
which varies continuously in size.
If this variation in the opening is
made to take place, the diameter
of the stream will be varying con
stantly to conform to the size of
the opening in the nozzle, and it
will look somewhat as shown by
the dotted outline curves in Fig.
16D.
The modulated oscillating cur
rent goes to the antenna circuit,
where it produces waves which
radiate in all directions.
The
frequency of the waves is the fre
quency of the high frequency cur
rent, so that the frequency or
wavelength of the station is con
trolled by adjusting the oscillator
tube circuit. The actual broad
casting equipment is made up of

The exact way in which the
electrostatic and electromagnetic
waves travel through space is not
commonly known. There are
many theories attempting to ex
plain their observed behaviour,
and many of our most able scien
tists are experimenting constantly
to shed light on its mysteries.

The speakers or artists perform
in a studio where the microphone
is located. This is usually a large
room made sound-proof, so that
no outside noises can affect trans
mission.
The windows are
covered with heavy draperies, and
the walls and floor are padded to
improve the acoustic properties
of the room and to prevent rever
beration, which might cause
blasting in the reception of the
programme. A signal system is
included to enable the announ
cers to communicate with the
control room.

Since the amount of current
handled by the microphone is
necessarily small, it must be am
plified in order to be strong
enough to affect the modulator
tube when impressed upon it.
This is done in the control room
by a speech amplifier. Since there
is a very wide variation between
the loudness of voices and of
musical instruments, the speech
amplifier must be capable of ad
justment so that when a particu
larly loud part of a programme
comes through, the operator can
cut down on the control and not
allow as much current to pass
through the amplifier. This is
necessary in order to avoid over
loading of both the transmitting
and receiving apparatus and un
naturalness in reception.

Fig. 18. Wave forms of energy trans
mission by Electro-Magnetic Wave
Radiation.

Production of Radio Waves.

An explanation of the way in
which the radio waves are pro-
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duced and travel in space enables
one to understand and appreciate
the wonders of radio transmis
sion, and t'he many difficulties
encountered. We cannot see,
hear or feel these waves, but it
is possible to visualise their ac
tions by the things they accom
plish.
In a previous chapter we found
that whenever a current flows
through a conductor, it sets up a
magnetic field around it. Also,
whenever a body has an electric
charge on it, an electrostatic field
is created around it. Let us con
sider the plates, and the space
between the plates, of a conden
ser.
When a condenser is
charged, the charge on one of the
plates sends out from that plate
a large number of lines of elec
tric force which traverse the
space between the plates, and end
at the other plate, Fig. 20A.
These lines of force coming from
a charged body are called electro
static lines of force to distin
guish them from electro-magnetic
lines of force.
The space in which these lines
occur is called the electrostatic
field. The important point to re
member is that any conductor
which has an electric charge on
it has an electrostatic field set up
around it. If the charge on the
conductor is in motion, in which
case there is said to be a current
of electricity flowing through it,
then the conductor also has a
magnetic field set up around it.
It is necessary to remember that
the magnetic field does not exist
until there is a motion of the
charge.
The electrostatic lines of force,
Fig. 20B, are radial about the con
ductor, while the magnetic field
is concentric about it. The two
fields are always at right angles
BATTERY

SPEECH
AMPLIFIER

MODULATOR

OSCILLALO«

- GMO
Fig. 19. Fundamental arrangement of
Circuit Elements of a Radio Trans
mitting Station.

to each other. The strength of
the electric field depends upon the
charges. In the antenna, when
the current ceases to flow at the
end of the cycle, the charge is
greatest, and the electrostatic field
around it is maximum.
When the current has its maxi
mum value, the electric field
around the antenna is zero, since
at this time the rate of change of
the current is a minimum. When
the charges are at rest on a con
ductor, the electric lines of force
are als<. at rest and extend out
radially from it. These lines are
supposed to have a certain
amount of inertia or resistance to
any changes that may take place,
so that if the charges on the con
ductor change rapidly from a con
dition of movement to one of rest,
as is the case in a high frequency
alternating current, the lines lag
behind and they behave as if they
Electrostatic

in .iii-fii^-

MAGNETIC FIELD
ELECTROSTATIC FIELD OF
A CONDENSER
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ELECTROSTATIC 4 MAGNETIC
FIELDS OF A WIRE CARRYING
A CURRENT

Figs. 20a and 20b illustrate graphically
how radio waves are produced and
radiated.

were detached from the antenna,
and start to travel away from it
at a speed of 186,300 miles per
second.
This is the radiated
electrostatic field which plays the
important part in transmission.
Just as the motion of a charge,
with its associated, electrostatic
field, sets up a magnetic induction
field around the conductor carry
ing it, so the motion of the radia
ted electrostatic field travelling
away from the antenna sets up its
own magnetic field as it travels.
When the radiated electrostatic
field is at its maximum value,
the magnetic field which it creates
is also at its maximum value. It
is important to keep clearly in
mind the fact that the radiated
magnet field, which is produced
wholly by th? moving radiated
electrical field, is entirely distinct
from the
magnetic field of
induction, which is produced

Fig. 21.

Fading and Skipping Action
of Radio Waves.

by the antenna current, and
which does not travel any great
distance from the antenna. The
radiated magnetic field and
radiated electrostatic field are
closely related. We cannot have
the first without the latter.
The two radiated fields move
outward from the antenna, at all
times perpendicular to each other,
the magnetic being parallel to the
ground, and the electrostatic field
being perpendicular to it.
At
the same time, both fields are at
right angles to the direction of
propagation of the waves. At
great distances from the antenna,
the electric waves would be ex
actly perpendicular to the earth.
If the earth were a perfect con
ductor. Actually the resistance
of the earth’s surface causes the
waves to tip forward somewhat,
as shown in Fig. 18.
Dr. Fleming’s Explanation.

Possibly, the following descrip
tion by Dr. Fleming will serve
to make this clear :
“If we can imagine a being en
dowed with a kind of vision en
abling him to see the lines of elec
tric strain and magnetic flux in
space, he, standing at any spot on
the earth’s surface, would see,
when the antenna was in action,
bunches or groups of electric
strain fly past. Near the earth’s
surface these strain lines would
be vertical. Alternate groups of
lines of strain would be oppositely
directed, and the spectator would
also see groups of magnetic flux
fly past, directed in a horizontal
direction or parallel to the earth’s
surface. The strain and flux lines
would move with the velocity of
light, 186,300 miles per second,
or 300,000,000 metres per second,
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and the distance between two suc
cessive maxima of electric strain,
directed in the same direction,
would be the wavelength of the
wave.”
At the receiving station the an
tenna may take the form of an
open wire or a loop. In either
case, the radiated waves from
the transmitter striking across it,
cause currents of electricity to
flow in the receiving circuit.
This will be studied in detail
later.

during the day, and decreases as
the distance from the transmitter
is increased. The reflection ac
tion on the sky wave is explained
by a theory advanced by Sir Oli
ver Heaviside.

Fading and Its Cause.
In some localities the signals
from certain stations, especially
short-wave stations, seem to fade
in and out in an irregular manner.
This usually is more marked at
night than in the daytime. The
probable explanation of this
curious phenomenon is that as
the waves travel outward from
the transmitting antenna, they
may be considered as taking the
form of ground waves and sky
waves. The ground wave is
greatly weakened as it travels
through obstructions like frame
works of steel buildings, etc. The
sky wave apparently goes up into
the air perhaps fifty or a hundred
miles, and is reflected so that it
comes down again to combine
with the other wave which has
travelled along the earth. The
two waves arriving at the receiv
ing aerial combine to produce the
resulting wave which affects the
receiving apparatus.
Since the sky waves .travel a
much longer distance than the
ground waves (Fig. 21), it is pos
sible that the two are not in phase
with each other when they meet.
When they are both in the same
phase at the time of meeting, the
resultant signal is strong. When
they differ in phase the resultant
signal is weak. The constant
mihute-to-minute variation in dis
tance. travelled, changes the phase
relation with consequent fading
or swinging of the signal. Fad
ing is a function of frequency,
being more troublesome as the
frequency is increased. It is
more pronounced at night than
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Seventy-five or a hundred miles
up, the atmosphere surrounding
the earth is very rare. The mole
cules, consisting of equal positive
and negative charges, are split up
—“ionized” into positive and
negative portions by the ultra
violet light from the sun during
the day. This ionized layer of
atmosphere is a conductor, and is
known as the Heaviside layer.
During the day the layer comes
closer to the earth because of ad
ditional ionization of the mole
cules by the sun. At night, dur
ing the absence of the sun, the
positive and negative portions of
a part of the molecules reunite,
and the layer rises from the earth.
During the day the sky wave is
very materially reduced by ab
sorption from the conducting
Heaviside layer, and so prac
tically all of the energy comes
through the ground waves, to all
but those receiving stations
■located close to the transmitting
station.
At night, both the
ground and sky waves are
stronger, so the receiver signal is
much stronger.
The Heaviside layer is always
present then, but at varying
heights, depending on the sun
light and changes in barometic
pressure. Due to the varying
height and possible uneven sur
face at places, the angle of reflec
tion of the sky wave is constantly
changing so that the phase rela
tion between the ground and sky
wave changes, with consequent
fading.

With very high frequency (low
wave-length) transmissions, this
effect of the Heaviside layer is so
marked that the radio waves ap
pear to skip over certain localities
entirely, and reception in most
places is impossible. That is, the
intensity of received signals first
decreases as the distance from the
transmitter is increased, reaching
a value too low to be detected. As
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the distance is further increased,
the signals become readable
again.
The skip distance effect at night
is much greater than in the day
time. It gradually increases up
to about midnight.
It is also
greater in winter than in summer,
because the ionization is less then
due to shorter periods of sun
light.

It has been found that on 15
metres the daylight skip is about
900 miles, and is about 1000 miles
at night. On 27 metres the day
skip is 100 miles, and the night
skip 450 miles. On 33 metres the
day skip is 100 miles and the
night skip 400 miles. On 50.2
metres there is no apparent skip.
The amount of skip decreases as
the wave-length is increased, and,
above about 150 metres, the effect
is negligible, so that broadcasting
stations are not affected.
About an hour before sunset
there usually occurs a rise in the
average intensity of radio signals,
then a drop at sunset, and a rise
to a first maximum about an hour
later. During the night the ave
rage intensity varies, but shows
its greatest value about two
hours before sunrise.

Guaranteed Service
Our long experience in the Ser
vice Department of Philips
Lamps (A/sia), one of the lead
ing Australian radio houses,
qualifies us particularly to solve
your radio worries.
Sets overhauled, repaired, altered
and maintained.
Come in and consult us regarding
your radio troubles.
There is no obligation.
“Low Price and High Quality”
is our watchword.

H. & S. RADIO SERVICE
Melbourne House,
First Floor,
360 P.O. PLACE, MELB.
’Phone: Cent. 3014 and FU 6030.
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Something New

and Different

—A HANDY BOOK 0F REFERENCE

Over 500 Illustrations
CRYSTAL AND VALVE CIRCUITS.
Wire Tables for Both Copper and Nichrome Res’stance Wires, etc. etc. etc.

ELECTRICAL GADGETS OF EVERY DES
CRIPTION.
Amplifier Circuits for Halls—Large and Small.

A BOOK THAT EVERY HOUSEHOLDER NEEDS—A COMPLETE

Radio and Electrical
CATALOGUE ILLUSTRATING AND PRICING
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS
You owe it to yourself—to your pocket—to get a copy of
Vealls Big New Midwinter Catalogue, to learn of Vealls amazeingly tow prices, to take advantage of Vealls two-hour despatch
Mail Order Service, to at least glance over the thousands of
items chosen as representative of the mighty stocks that pack
their 3 Big Cash Stores. Remember—no matter where you live,
Vealls Pay Freight on All Retail Orders, Excepting Accumula
tors, Batteries, and Radio Cabinets.

The Largest and Fastest Mail Order in Australia
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CASH
STORES

(Arthur J. Veall Pty. Ltd.)
243-219 SWANSTON STREET, MELBOURNE, C.l.
168-172 SWASSTON STREET, MELBOURNE, Cl.
302 CHAPEL STREET, PRAHRAN, S.I., VICTORIA.
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the maximum voltage tap.
As to results. As far as selectivity
is concerned, the receiver gave excel
lent results at Hawksburn, but in lo
calities fairly close to transmitting
stations some few adjustments may be
necessary. The tone and volume were
excellent, and left little to be desired.

p power
Side 350
lug on
! outside
lug on
remainF ter
to the
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>ur-volt
letector
ds are
ht.

Although the push-pull pentodes na
turally want more driving than a
single pentode, they give wonderful
results as far as power output, and
both the volume and power handling
capability of the receiver is greatly in
excess of that of the conventional
single pentode set.
In passing, we may mention that all
the material for the original receiver
was made available to us through the
courtesy of A. J. Veall Pty. Ltd.
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THE LIGHTING OF TALKIE
STUDIOS.
(Continued from page 27.)

ing one set or scene, the difficul
ties surrounding the supply of
power and also the intensity of
the illumination used, can be
realised.
Let us now examine the fila
ment of these wonder lamps. It
will be seen that not only are
they comparatively short, but
the spirals are very closely
spaced, so that the entire fila
ment occupies a remarkably
small area. This concentration
of the filament enables very ac
curate focussing, and complete
freedom from what is called
“hot-spots,” or bright sections in
the beam which is thrown from
the lamp.
The next point for considera
tion is the photographic value
of the light emitted by the lamp.
Ordinary lamps have a very
great percentage of red and yel
low rays in their light output,
and this light is of very little
value photographically, because
it is the light at the blue and
violet end of the spectrum
which has the most marked ef
fect on photographic film and is
of greatest photographic value.
If we examine the output from
a film studio lamp through
proper scientific apparatus, we
find that the light is extremely
rich in rays at the violet end of
the spectrum, the blue and vioSince the sky waves travel a
much longer distance than the
ground waves (Fig- 21), it is pos
sible that the two are not in phase
with each other when they meet.
When they are both in the same
phase at the time of meeting, the
resultant signal is strong. When
they differ in phase the resultant
signal is weak. The constant
mi'nqj:e-to-minute variation in dis
tance travelled, changes the phase
relation with consequent fading
or swinging of the signal. Fad
ing is a function of frequency,
being more troublesome as the
frequency is increased. It is
more pronounced at night than
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have a greater cooling effect and
better circulation than others,
and by careful control of this
property, together with improve
ments in the method of circula
tion and the construction of the
filament, enabled the lamp
manufacturers to run their fila
ments at a much higher tem
perature than normal.
The high temperature burn
ing filament used and the
special gas circulation was found
to result in a quick deposit of
black from the evaporated fila
ment on the inside of the glass
bulb in the smaller sizes of film
studio lamps. To overcome this
trouble, the manufacturers in
cluded in the bulb when it was
being made a quantity of special
tungsten powder, which nor
mally lies at the bottom of the
neck of the lamp.
When the
blackening becomes evident on
the bulb, by inverting same this
powder is allowed to run into the
bulb, where it can be rolled
around, and it removes all black
deposit whenever desired. When
it is remembered that a 5000
watt film studio lamp of the
small size is very little bigger
than a 1500 watt normal flood
lighting lamp, it is realised what
a wonderful production is the
new lamp.

The extremely high tempera
ture generated in the filament
of the film studio lamps required
further scientific search in pro
ducing a glass bulb which would
stand up under the conditions
imposed upon it, and also in the
invention of internal supports
and glass parts which would not
melt under the temperatures
reached.
Science again tri
umphed in this, and finally a
Pe’ghwhich met all the requireface a of the motion picture
tion ocers was evolved on a comchang1^ basis.
•
tion b>n put into use, it was
wave that the lamp scientists,
fadingproved mounting and de"if the filament, had enWil eliminated the lamp hum
wave- had previously been ex
effect ced- The new lamPs have
. welcomed with open arms
Talkie
film
producers
pear
tpæ Whole world, and
entirely interesting to note that
placesmodern lamps are used in
intenserable numbers in oür
decre?ustralian talkie film stutr„ ‘ Prominent amongst these
1 , s are the Efftee Films
a valu

studios in Melbourne, Fox
Movietone News studios in Syd
ney, and the Australasian Film
Laboratories, which have their
studio at Bondi Junction, Syd
ney.
So great is the light output of
these new lamps that they are
now being used also by other in
terests than film studios.
An
example of this is the utilisation
of 5000 watt film studio lamps
by Messrs. J. C. Williamson
Limited, who are using a bank
of 4-5000 watt lamps for the
illumination of the stage during
their present Grand Opera sea
son. The illumination provided
by these four lamps has resulted
in a stage which is better lighted
than has ever been experienced
in Australia before.
The foregoing will, no doubt,
indicate to the interested reader
what a complicated and varied
set of problems are placed before
lamp manufacturers in their
business of producing the means
of illumination for any and
every class of work for which it
may be required. There is no
doubt that the production of
special film studio lamps has
been one of the greatest triumphs
for the lamp scientists that has
ever been experienced in the
history of the lamp industry.
*♦* *** *♦* *** *♦* ♦** *♦* *** *** *♦* *♦* *♦* *♦**♦* *** *•* *** *♦* *♦**♦**♦* *♦**J*
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THE PUSH-PULL PENTODE 4.

(Continued from page 15.)

for connection to the travelling dial
light on the dial.
Point to Point Wiring.
The wiring of the receiver is started
by running a lead from the top end
of the aerial coil, LI, to the first
aerial terminal.
The centre tap on
this coil goes to aerial terminal num
ber 2, whilst the bottom end of LI
is connected to the bottom end of L2,
and to the C terminal on the detec
tor valve socket, Cl.
The top end
of L2 is connected to the fixed plate
terminal on Cl and to one mg on tue
grid condenser, C2, around which the
grid leak, RI. is connected in paraLei.
The other lug on C2 is soldered direct
to the G lug on the socket of VI.

It is best now to turn our atten
tion to the power transformer, and
take a lead from each of the top fourvolt lugs to the F terminals on the
socket of VI. The centre tap resis
tor, R5, then is soldered to these same
termina.s on VI, and the centre con
nection wired to the C terminal on
the socket. The next pair of fourvolt lugs on the transformer carry
leads which go to the F terminals on
the sockets for V2 and V3. The cen
tre tap resistor, R6, a»so is connected
across one pair of F terminals.

Now bolt the two condensers, C4
and C5, to the side of the chassis and
connect a lead from the P terminal
on VI to one lug on C4, and from this
lug continue the lead to a point about
ii inches up from the negative end
of the voltage divider, R4. (This is
the end nearest to the loud speaker
plug.)
From the bottom end of L3
a lead goes to the top (p.ate) terminal
on the E442S detector valve, VI.
The remaining lead on L3 is con
nected to the fixed plate terminal on
the midget condenser, C3, to the P
lead on the audio transformer, AFT,
and to one lead on the Velco resis
tor, R2.
The B plus lead on the
audio transformer is connected to one
lug on the 2 mid. condenser, C5. The
remaining lead on R2 carries a lead
which is connected to a lug set about
on$ inch down from the positive end
of the voltage divider R4.
One of
the grid leads on the audio transfor
mer, AFT, is wired to the G terminal
on V2, whilst the other audio trans
former grid lead is connected to the
G terminal on V3. The P terminal
on V2 is connected to the P lug on
the loud speaker socket, the corre
sponding terminal on V3 going to the
C lug on the loud speaker socket. The
C terminal on V2 is connected to the
corresponding terminal on V3, to one
lead on the Velco Resistor, R3, and
to one lug on the 2 mfd. condenser,
C6, which now may be bolted to the

Another view of this interesting A.C. Receiver.
chassis. The remaining lead on the
resistor R3, is connected to the maxi
mum positive lug on the voltage
divider, R4.
From this same lug a
lead is taken to the G terminal on the
loud speaker socket, to one of the
F terminals on the same socket, and
to the positive lug on C8. The re
maining F terminal on the l.s. socket
is wired to the positive lug on C7 and
to one F terminal on the rectifier valve
socket, V4.

Loud Speaker Connections.

A lead from the moving plate lug
on the tuning condenser, Cl. is con
nected to the C terminal on VI. The
C minus lead from the audio trans
former, AFT is soldered to the
earthed terminal on C5.
The bias
resistor, R7, has one of its leads sol
dered to the centre tap on R7, and its
other lead is soldered to the earthed
lug on C6. A lead from the 4 mfd.
condenser, C9. is corjnected to the
centre tap, R6, whilst the remaining
lead from C9 goes to the C lug on
the socket of VI.

This finishes the wiring of the re
ceiver, and we are now ready to try
it out. Plug the Philips E442S tube
into the detector socket and the two
C443 pentodes into the audio sockets.
The 1561 rectifier also should be
plugged in.
The connection of the
dynamic speaker involves the use of
a UY valve base. One of the field
leads from the speaker is connected
to one F pin on the UY base, the
other F pin carrying the remaining
field lead. One of the output trans
former leads goes to the P pin on the
base, the other output lead going to
the C pin.
The centre tap on the output trans
former is taken to the G pin.
The
actual operation of the set is pretty
simple, and, beyond giving a rough
guide as to voltages, little advice
should be necessary. The detector is
to operate from the 250-volt tap on
the voltage divider the screening grid
clip being set at about 45 volts. The
pentodes, of course, are connected to
the maximum voltage tap.
As to results. As far as selectivity
is concerned, the receiver gave excel
lent results at Hawksburn, but in lo
calities fairly close to transmitting
stations some few adjustments may be
necessary. The tone and volume were
excellent, and left little to be desired.

This completes all except the power
pack wiring. One of the outside 350
volt leads is wired to the P lug on
the socket of V4 the other outside
350-volt lead going to the G lug on
the same socket. One of the remain
ing four-volt leads goes to one F ter
minal on V4, the other going to the
F terminal to which there already is
a lead from C7. From the four-volt
winding -which carries the detector
filament supply a pair of leads are
taken to the travelling dial light.

A'though the push-pull pentodes na
turally want more driving than a
single pentode, they give wonderful
results as far as power output, and
both the volume and power handling
capability of the receiver is greatly in
excess of that of the conventional
single pentode set.
In passing, we may mention that all
the material for the original receiver
was made available to us through the
courtesy of A. J. Veall Pty. Ltd.

We now are ready to connect some
earth leads.
From the high voltage
centre tap on the power transformer
run a lead under the chassis to the
negative end of the voltage divider,
to the earth terminal, to the vacant
lug on the three condensers, C6 C5,
and C4, to the C lug on the detector
valve socket, VI, and to the moving
plate terminal on the midget con
denser, C3.
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TECHNICAL
PERFECTION
Technical Perfection in Radio Set Construction is only
possible when the Constructional Article is written by an
expert and the Required Components are purchased at a
reliable accessory house.

THAT IS WHY VEALLS CAN RECOMMEND THESE TWO RECEIVERS AS DES

CRIBED IN THIS ISSUE OF MODERN SETS.

Parts Required for— ---------- - — ---------THE “DIAMOND” ALL WAVE BATTERY TWO
1
1
1

3
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
2

£ s. <1.
Radiotron 232 Valve 24/- ............................. 1 4
0
Radiotron 233 Valve 26/- ............................. 1 6
0
Stromberg-Carlson Variable Condenser
7l //I1V
n .................................................................................. R- 7 10
Marquis Valve Sockets 1/- ea...............
3 0
Ebondte Terminals 3d. -ea.........................
1
0
50,000 ohm. Chanex Variable Resistor
9 6
Radiokes 23-plate Midget Condenser . .
8 0
Radiokes 13-plate Midget Condenser . .
6 0
T.C.C. .00025 mfd. Fixed Condensers
2/1 ea.....................................................................
4
2
T.C.C. .006 mfd. Fixed Condenser ....
2 8
Electrad 4 meg. Grid Leak..........................
3 2
Hydra 2 mfd. 1500V Condensers 8/- . .
16 0

1
1
6
4
1
18
2
1
3
3
1
1
1
1

Hydra .5 mfd. 1500V Condenser . . . .
12in. x 7in. Panel................................................
Lengths Spaghetti 2J ea.....................................
U.Y. Valve Bases 3d. ea. .........................
4oz. reel 28 gauge D.S.C. Wire..................
Sin. Nuts and Bolts 7d. doz.........................
Lengths Resin Core Solder 5d. ea..............
H. and H. Filament Switch..........................
vds. Single Flex.......................................................
Lengths 4Jin. x l^in. Former...................
650 ohm. Veleo Resistor..................................
Vernier Dial (Velmo).........................................
.25 meg. Carborundum Resistor 2 watt .
200,000 ohm. Carborundum Resistor . .

s. d.
5 O
2 6
1 3
0
1
3 3
11
10
2 3
4
2 3
1 3
3 11
2 7
2 -4

a

FREE
See our full page advertisement
elsewhere in this issue—a free cou
pon that entitles you to a copy of
Vealls Big New Catalogue — over
500 Illustrations.
Contains cir
cuits, wire tables, etc., of interest
to all fans. Post YOUR Coupon
to-day.

Vealls

Parts required for-----------------------------------------

THE PUSH PULL PENTODE 4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
3

£ s. d.
Phillips C.443 Valves 22/-.............................................................. 2
4 o
Phillips E 442S Valve........................................................................... 1
2 O
Phillips 1561 Valve................................................................................ 1
1 6
Stromberg-Carlson .0005 Condenser........................................
7 10
A.W.A, Push Pull Transformer 26/-....................................... 1
6 O
Marquis 3 Coil Tuner.........................................................................
4 9
Radiomaster Dial....................................................................................
13 4
Polymet 450V Electrolytic Condensers 7/- ea................
14 O
Radiokes 23-plate Midget Condenser...................................
SO
Veleo E.V.O. Power Transformer...............................................1 3 9
Marquis U.Y. Sockets 1/- ea.........................................................
4 O
Marquis U.X. socket...........................................................................
1 o
Hydra 2 mfd. Condensers 500V 5/3 ea................................
10 6
Hydra 4 mfd. 500V Test Condenser....................................
8 2
Hydra 1 mfd. 500V Test Condenser........................................
3 4
Radiokes Centre Tapped 30 ohm. Resistors 2/8 ea.
5 4
T.C.C. .00025 mfd. Condenser.....................................................
2 1
Veleo Voltage Divider.....................................................................
4 9
2 meg. Carborundum Resistor...................................................
2 9
10,000 ohm. Carborundum Resistor 2 watt...................
2 7
25,000 ohm. Carborundum Resistor 2 watt..................
2 7
Bias Resistor 500 ohm........................................................................
1 3
Lengths Spaghetti 2Jd. ea........................................ *.....................
1 3
Terminals 3d. ea.................................................
9

(Arthur S. Veall Pty. Ltd.)

168-172 SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE, C.l.
243-249 SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE, C.l.
302 CHAPEL ST., PRAHAN, S.l.
’Phones: Cent. 2058 (5 lines), 10524 (2 lines), Wind. 1605.
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ALL-WAVE BATTERY TWO
(Continued from page 17.)
wise. The grid windings, LI, always
are at the bottom end of the coil—i.e.,
nearest to the chassis—when the coil
is plugged in. The best way to make
the coils is to finish the windings on
the bakelite formers before slipping
the ends of the windings through the
holes in the pins of the valve base,
and securing the former to the valve
base by means of a I inch machine
screw, which is tapped into former
and base.
The start of the grid-winding for
the broadcast coil connects to the P
pin on the base, and a little jumper
wire connects this pin with the “A”
plus pin. The finish of the grid-wind
ing—-i.e., nearest to start of reaction
winding, L2—connects to the “A”
minus pin.
The start of the plate
winding connects to the C pin on the
base, and the finish of this winding to
the G pin.
The connection of the
short-wave coils is exactly the same,
except that the “jumper” wire between

MODERN
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the “A” plus and P pins is left out.
The separation between the two
windings will vary in different circum
stances, but the following can be
taken as a rough guide.
Broadcast
coil j inch and all short-wave coils
3-16th inch.
The “B” batteries used in the
original receiver were heavy duty 45volt “Diamonds.” Three batteries,
giving a total of 135 volts, were em
ployed although it is possible to get
quite good results from a 90-volt bat
tery. The total current drain at 135
volts is in the vicinity of 14 m.a.,
which will ensure long and satisfac
tory service from the heavy duty type
of Diamond “B” batteries.
Tunes in the World.
As to results, this little receiver
must be heard to be appreciated. It
is capable, when properly operated, of
bringing in all the local broadcasting
stations at full loud speaker strength,
and, in very favourable circumstances,
will even give satisfactory reception of
inter-State broadcasting stations. On
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At the top we have the details of the
coil connections for short waves. The
broadcast coil connections are shown
in the lower sketch.
the short-wave band we already have
logged J1AA, Japan; RV15 Kharbarovsk, Siberia; 5SW, Chelmsford,
Radio
Pontoise,
Paris;
2XAF,
Schenectady, U.S.A.; RV59, Moscow;
about half a dozen Australian com
mercial and amateur short-wave broad
casters and literally hundreds of ama
teur and commercial code transmitters.
THE PARTS YOU AVILL NEED.
1 Radiotron UX232 Valve (Vi).
1 Radiotron UY233 Valve (V2).
1 .00045 mfd. Stromberg Carlson Con
denser (C.2).
1 50,000 ohm Variable Resistance (R3).
1 Radiokes 23 Plate Midget Condenser
(C5).
|
1 Radiokes 13 Plate Midget Condenser
(Cl).
2 T.C C. .00025 mfd. Fixed Condensers
(C3, C4).
1 T.C.C. .006 mfd. Fixed Condenser
(C6).
1 Klectrad 4 megohm Grid Leak <R1).
2 Hydra 2 mfd. 500 Volt Test Conden
sers (CT, CS).
1 Hydra .5 mfd. 500 Volt Test Conden
ser (C9).
1 12in. x Tin. x 3-16in. Bakelite Panel.
1 H. and H. Power Switch (SI)
1 650 ohm Velco Resistor (R6).
2 .25 meg Carborundum Resistors (R5,
R4).
1 UX Marquis Socket for VI.
2 UY Marquis Sockets for V2 and coils.
4 4 J in. Lengths of ISin. Dia. Former.
1 100,000 ohm Carborundum Resistor
(R2).
4 UY Valve Bases.
1 Velco Baby Dial.
1 Aluminium Chass. 12in. x 9in. x 2in.

The list of broadcasting stations
given above all have been heard at
excellent strength — indeed, some of
them loud enough for good loud
speaker reception.
The controll
ability of the receiver on short-wave,
particularly on wave-lengths between
20 and 30 metres, must be experienced
to be appreciated, and there is no
doubt that this ease of control has
contributed in no small measure to our
success in initial tests.
All- the materials for the original
receiver were obtained from A. J.
Veall Pty. Ltd., the metal chassis be
ing made to our specifications by Geo.
White & Co.
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THIS IS WHY THE EDITOR SPECIFIED THEM FOR USE WITH THE LEADING D.C. SET
DESCRIBED IN THIS ISSUE OF “MODERN SETS.”

THE

Diamond All Wave Battery Two
Wherever the work is long and hard—there you will be sure to find
Diamond Batteries.

You can buy Diamonds from any dealer
Fit them and get the
service that satisfies the experts.

SIltNT

RADIO BATTERIES

TORCH REFILLS

August, 1932
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THE ARMCHAIR ENGINEER.
(Continued from page 11.)
operated device as distinct from the
power-operated magnetic and dynamic
types of speaker.
Consequently, as
many as ten crystal speaker units may
be connected in parallel and operated
from the same receiver at the volume
level previously obtainable from a
single dynamic or magnetic speaker.
The Rochelle Salt crystal speaker
possesses also the feature of high sen
sitivity—a thing which should make
it of particular interest to battery set
users.

LTHOUGH we admit that the
high sensitivity of the average re
ceiver makes the question of an
aerial of secondary importance, there
are many experimenters, particularly
those who go in for short-wave recep
tion, who pay particular attention to
aerial design and installation. When
we look back on the 80 feet high mas
terpieces of early “wireless” days, and
compare them with the highly-efficient
doublet aerials which are used by the
up-to-date short-wave experimenter,
we begin to wonder why it is that pro
gress comes from continued effort—■
and, believe us, it was effort, the effort
of a gang of men and a mass of
tackle to get an 80 foot stick up and
settled!
The point which inspired this par.
was the outcome of a conversa
tion with a visitor from the East—
Singapore, to be exact. In a tropical
location such as this the greatest
drawback to reception is static. The
local fans found that aluminium
aerials gave them a hundred per cent,
better reception, as far as static was
concerned, than did copper wire
aerials, whilst the drop in signal
strength was hardly noticeable. The
scheme seems worth trying, anyway.

QUALITY
RADIO

COMPONENTS
BEAR THE HALL MARK

ESSANAY

They are made by one of the leading Australian set manufacturers,
and are equal in every way to the components used in the famous
ESSANAY Radio Receivers.

A

ESSANAY power transformers, filter chokes, tuning units, midget
condensers, etc., are used by all discerning set builders and experi
menters.

Essanay Manufacturing Co. Pty. Ltd.
54 56 BUCKHURS! STREET,
SOUTH MELBOURNE
(Near Ferrars Street.)
’Phone M 4106.
ALKING about Singapore.
It
seems to be a radio enthusiast’s
paradise. Although there is not
a great deal of regular broadcast re
ception obtainable during the day, the
short-wave stations in all parts of the
world romp in pretty well throughout
the twenty-four hours.
There’s no
need to get up at 5 o’clock in the
morning or to stay up until 1 or 2
o’clock to listen to any s.w. broad
casters in Singapore. French, Ger
man, Russian, African—in fact, all the

T

*
❖

4*
4*
4*

4*
*
♦
♦
«
4*
❖

European and Asian broadcasters ex
cept 5SW come in from about 11 a.m.
onwards.
About 4 p.m. the Yanks start up and
bring their high-powered jazz pro
grammes to the Singapore fans until
pretty well midnight.
Australia,
through 3ME and 2ME, also is in the
picture, the latter station nntil re
cently being the supplier of the Aus
tralian Saturday sporting news to the
Aussies in the Straits Settlements.

'4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4* .*.
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ALUMINIUM SHEETS

FOR CHASSIS AND SHIELDING WORK.
We stock a wide variety in Metals as required in Wireless Set building, and also for model engineering
construction.
LET US CONSTRUCT YOUR CHASSIS AND SHIELDS.
We can supply the special chassis used in all the receivers described in this issue of “Modern Sets.”
Chassis for the “Push-Pull Pentode 4” (including 12in. x 7in. alumin um front Panel) 6/6, plus freight,
Chassis for the “Diamond All Wave Battery Two.” 5/-, plus freight. Chassis and 4 sided box with lid for the
“Simple Modulated Oscillator,” 16/6, plus freight. All prices inclusive of Sales Tax.
ALL DRILLING EXTRA.
All work carried out to your specification. Phosphor bronze, brass, and copper sheets. Zinc sheets as
used for battery manufacture. Send for price list of aluminium, copper, brass, phosphor bronze, and zinc
sheets.

GEORGE WHITE & CO
METAL MERCHANTS.

MELBOURNE, C.l.
’Phone: Central 1100.

280 POST OFFICE PLACE
Established 78 Years.
»2* r** **♦**•****♦♦♦*♦♦**♦*** »»•♦♦♦’l***********************************»*^* ****************** *♦***■’'I*
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Guaranteed to be Better than any
other Valve on the Market I

With the Sensational New

SUPER-PHONIC
NATIONAL UNION VALVES
DESIGNED,
ENGINEERED and
MANUFACTURED
by
THE WORLD’S
LEADING
VALVE
MANUFACTURERS

TYPE
56......................... ....

Price, ea.

SUPER-TRIODE AMPLIFIER

22/.

. . . TRIPLE-GRID AMPLIFIER

24/6

TRIPLE-GRID SUPER-CONTROL AMPLIFIER

24/6

46 .... DUAL-GRID POWER-OUTPUT AMPLIFIER

24/-

82..........................

22/-

57...............

58 .

ZEND FOR FREE

MERCURY-VAPORRECTIFIER

CATALOGUE

Z.

I NTE R N AT I ON AL
RADIO CO. LTD.
2.2.9

CASTLEREAGH

ST,

/YDNEY
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THE KRIESLER SUPER
CHARGED 5

(Continued from page 10.)

ber is centred.
Then place on the
remaining washer, and lock tightly
into place with nut.
There are three coils to be
mounted.
The first of these is the
aerial coil, and is designated by a
green spot. The coil is mounted by
two bolts, with the green spot to the
back. A solder lug is placed under
the holding bolt nearest the centre of
the chassis.
The remaining two coils are marked
with a red spot, and are mounted in
the same manner.
The centre coil
(next to the aerial) has a solder lug
placed under the bolt nearest the
right-hand end of the chassis.
The third coil is mounted direct on
to the chassis without any solder lug,
but making sure, as before, that the
red dot is facing the back of the
chassis.
The valve shields should be mounted
on the chassis next, as they will pro
vide a convenient support for the
chassis when it is turned up for wir
ing, and will also protect the coils
from accidental damage. Three shields
are provided, and are placed in the
slots around the three sockets marked
224, 235, 235.
The variable condenser already has
three mounting bolts fitted to it, and
it is only necessary to place the con
denser downwards on the chassis with
the holding bolts through the three
holes provided. The condenser is then
bolted into place with three nuts. A
solder tag must ba placed under the
front mounting bolt just behind the
volume control.
There are four terminals to be
mounted.
Two of these are at the
back of chassis, one being mounted as
an earth terminal directly on to the
chassis in the hole marked “E.” The
aerial terminal is mounted on the in
sulating strip in the hole marked “A,”
making sure the terminal is clear of
the chassis on all sides. A solder tag
must be mounted under the holding
nut on the aerial terminal. The cor
rect position is shown by a blue dot
on the chassis.
The remaining two terminals serve
as connections for a gramophone pick
up, and are mounted on the top of
the chassis at the front left-hand side.
One terminal is mounted direct on to
the chassis, and has a solder tag
mounted under the nut. The other
terminal is mounted on the insulating
strip with a solder tag under the nut.
This is indicated by a maroon dot on
the insulating strip.
The R.F. choke mounts on to the
under-side of the chassis by means of
the brass bolt provided with the choke.
The tag marked with a green dot
should be nearest the centre of the
chassis.
The uncoloured tag then
becomes the “spare lead,” and, as
such, is dealt with in the wiring in
structions.

MDDERN
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The final point is to always see that
every nut and bolt is definitely tight,
and a spring washer is placed under
the head of the bolt.

Wiring Details.
After mounting all components
firmly and in the correct places, a
start can be made on the wiring.
Reference to the photographic plan
of the wiring provided with the Kriesler kit will serve to familiarise the
constructor with the position of the
lacing and connections.
This being done, the lacing should
be placed in position on the chassis,
making sure that the branch which
connects to the volume control and
dial lamp is placed under the voltage
divider. This is shown clearly in the
photograph.
Having placed the lacing in position,
the ends of the leads can be soldered
to their respective contacts on the
sockets, power transformer, voltage di
vider, and other parts.
To do this
it is only necessary to follow the
colour coding and connect the leads to
the nearest contact tag of correspond
ing colour.
It will be readily seen from the
photograph that all the leads from the
lacing cannot be connected until the
small parts (resistors, etc.), which are
supplied, are mounted into place.
The parts should be taken from the
packets in which they are packed and
identified with the parts, as shown in
the plan of the completed wiring.
Three of the resistors are definitely
marked with the size, but two are col
oured with a dot. The one with a
white dot is 400 ohms, and the one
with a yellow dot is 200 ohms. The
10,000 ohm resistor mounts between
dark red contact of front valve socket
on right-hand side (looking at under
side of chassis from front), and earth
ing tag next to pick-up terminal.
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Thq .002 condenser mounts between
uncoloured contact on same socket and
earth tag in corner of chassis.
The spare lead on R.F. choke con
nects to same socket contact as .002
mfd. condenser by a piece of plain
copper wire.
The 400 ohm resistor connects be
tween yellow and black tags on power
transformer. To avoid any possi
bility of this resistor fouling any other
part of the wiring, the tinned leads
should be cut dpwn to about one inch
in length.
The 2'meg resistor connects to yel
low tag on transformer and free end
connects to free maroon lead near
power transformer. Point of connec
tion is shown by a maroon dot on
chassis, making sure resistor is not
touching anywhere.
One end of the i meg resistor
mounts on to red contact of 5 pin
valve socket nearest to power trans
former, free end connects to one end
of .1 mfd. waxtite condenser, other
end of .1 mfd. condenser connects to
maroon (dark red) tag on same
socket.
Free green lead coming out of lac
ing connects to junction of i meg and
.1 mfd. condenser.
One end of 200
ohm resistor connects to maroon tag
on centre 5 pin valve socket on right-“
hand side of chassis (opposite end to
power transformer).
Free end com
nects to blue lead coming out of lac
ing. Point of connection is marked
by a blue spot on chassis. The leads
on this resistor should also be trimmed
back in order to make the mounting
firm.
The condenser block must then be
mounted firmly on to side of chassis
with bolts and nuts through holes pro
vided.
There are five leads coming from
block, and the block must be mounted
so that the blue lead comes from the
(Continued on page 46.)

The schematic diagram of the Kriesler Super-Charged Five.
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. Any Man, Woman or
Assemble KRIESLER
5 Valve Set in Two
In any Australian
using

MECCANOIZED KIT
4 Valves and Rectifier :: Valves and Speaker Extra

HARTLEYS Otter EASY TERMS
--------------------—1
HARTLEYS PTY. LTD.,
270 Flinders St.,Melbourne.
Please send me all details of
KRIESLER KITS.

I

Name................................................ !
Address.......................................................... g
M.e.3, ?

Meccanoized Radio Kits by Kriesler mean the birth of a
new era in radio construction. You simply join colored
wires to similarb- colored terminals points.
That’s all.
That’s why anybody can build Kriesler Super Charged
five Valve Electric.
R.C.A. VALVES

1
1
2
1

UX280 .................... 18/6
UY224A.................... 20/
UY235......................... 20/
LY247 ....................... 20/

SPEAKER

We suggest choice from
AMPLION............ £3/19/6
JUBILEE.............. £4/5/
JENSEN ............. £6/5/

Write Hartleys for

MAIN STORE: 2 70 FLINDERS STREET (Opp. Station); Branches: 14

ugust, 1932
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Tnmgster Can
uper Charged
lours & Tune
Station

SUPER HETERODYNE KIT - ■ £4/17 6
7 Valve Electric Kit

::

Complete In Every Detail

HARTLEYS Sell It On EASY TERMS
A super Het which can be readily built by any handy
man for a total cost of £15, and bring in stations from near
and far without interference.

SUPER HET. KIT COMPRISES:
Aerial Tuning Coil. R.F. Coil. Oscillator. 2 I.F. Trans
formers, 3 Gang Condenser. 3 Knobs, Padding Condenser
and Book of Instructions, all for £4/17/6.

DISTRIBUTORS—
implete Quotation List

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
-----

HARTLEYS PTY. LTD.,
J
270 Flinders St.. Melbourne.
Please send
me, POSTFREE. J
Radio Accessories Catalogue.
g
i

Name................................................

*

Address...........................................

‘

............................................................. b

LEYS

’

mston Street (Near Town Hall); 407 Bourke Street (Next Danks), MELB.

LTD.
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KRIESLER SUPER
CHARGED FIVE.

(Continued from page 43.)
side nearest the front of chassis (near
R.F. choke).
The five leads are then connected as
follows:—
Blue lead connects to maroon con
tact of front 5 pin socket, to which
the 10,000 ohm resistor is connected
to yellow contact on same socket.
Brown lead connects to black con
tact on rear 5 pin socket.
Green lead connects to maroon con
tact on same socket.
Red lead connects to red tag of coil
nearest to block (centre coil).
The power flex connects to two
tags on power transformer marked
“0” and “240.”
These are painted
black to avoid any mistake.
Care
must be used in connecting the power
flex, as any stray ends of wire will
cause a serious short-circuit r); should
they come into contact with each
other or the chassis.
Grid Leads and Coil Cans.
Three double pieces of wire are pro
vided for grid leads.
The joined end of these wires is sol
dered to the remaining tag on each
coil after all wires under the chassis
have been connected.
This tag is
marked with a black dot on top of
the chassis, and the lead is so con
nected that the short end is on the
side nearest to the condenser gang.
These connections are clearly shown
in the detail photograph of the coil
mounting.
When the grid leads have been sol
dered to the three coils, the cans can
be bolted into place, first making sure
that the leads are brought out through
the holes provided in the sides of the
cans.
The short lead is placed through
the lower hole and the long lead is
brought out through the upper hole
on the opposite side.
This will meant that the cans must
be mounted with the lower hole on the
side nearest to the condenser gang.
When the cans are finally fitted into
place with bolts and nuts through the
holes provided, the leads can be sol
dered into position.
The three short leads coming from
the side of the can nearest the con
denser are soldered to the three tags
on the gang in the same order as
they come from the cans—i.e., front
lead to front section of condenser, and
so on.
The three remaining leads coming
from the top of the cans on the side
nearest the valve sockets are then
placed through the holes in the top
of the valve shields, and the three
griff clips are soldered on to the ends
for connection to the caps of the
valves.
This being completed, the two pick
up terminals on top of the chassis
(near the 224 socket) must be bridged
with a short piece of wire.
The set is then ready for operation,
and the valves can be placed in their
respective sockets.
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These are all marked, and care
should be taken to see that they are
all seated down firmly.
The three
grid clips must be fitted to the caps
of the 235 and 224 valves.
If the
clips do not make a firm connection,
they should be taken off and sprung
in slightly so as to grip the cap of the
valve tightly.
The speaker should be plugged into
the socket on the back of the chassis,
marked “Speaker,” and an aerial and
earth connected to the terminals
marked “A” and “E” on the back of
the chassis.
The flex lead from the power trans
former can then be connected to the
240-volt A.C. supply, and after wait
ing a while for the valves to heat up,
the set can be tuned in.
The only operation then left to
complete the set is balancing the con
denser gang.
This is necessary to obtain maxi
mum volume and selectivity from the
set, and the procedure is as follows:—
Tune in a station fairly low on the
dial, such as 3UZ or 3DB, and reduce

the volume by means of the control
until the station is just audible. Then,
with a screwdriver, adjust the trimmer
screws on the right-hand side of the
condenser gang until the station
comes in at maximum volume.
Should it be found impossible to get
a definite setting on any of the trim
' mers, turn up the volume control and
retune the station.

Then reduce the volume by detun
ing the dial—that is, tuning off the
station until it is just audible, leaving
the volume control at the same setting.
This “detuning” should be done on
the lower side of the station setting;
for example, should 3UZ come in
loudest at 40, tune down to 38 or even
37, until minimum audible volume is
reached.
Then proceed as before,
bringing up the station to maximum
volume by adjusting the trimmers.
This having been done, the set is
ready for operation, and can be tuned
in on all stations in the normal
manner.

THE RADIOKES SIMPLIFIED

SUPER-HET.

(Continued from page 7.)
of V5, and the centre connection of
socket, and the 200 volt lug connects
this resistor is earthed to one of the
to the remaining pin.
socket-holding bolts, and connects also
We now are ready to turn up the
to the vacant terminal on C14.
chassis, but first should solder a lead
From the 2.5 volt 3 ampere wind
from the earth terminal on the chassis
ing on the power transformer, a pair
and bring it up to connect to the mov
of leads are taken to the F terminals
ing plate lug on the gang condenser
on the socket V5. The centre tap re
Cl, C2, C3.
sistance R14 is connected across the 5
We now can complete the wiring by
volt 2 ampere winding on the power
connecting the grid circuits of the r.f.
transformer, and the centre lug on this
and first detector stages, and the two
resistance connected to the vacant
i.f. stages. The black lead from LI,
lead on R10, and to one filament ter
L2, is connected to the grid clip for
minal on the loud-speaker socket
VI, and to this clip also is connected
(L.S.). From the centre lug on R1.4
a lead from the fixed plate lug on the
a lead also goes to the positive ter
Cl section of the gang condenser. The
minal on the electrolytic condenser
black lead from L3, L4, connects to
C16, which in turn is connected to the
the grid clip for V2, which carries also
(insulated) electrolytic condenser, C15.
the lead from the fixed plate lug on
The two 5 volt 2 ampere lugs on
the C2 section of the gang condenser.
the power transformer are connected
The black lead from L5, L6, connects
to the F terminals on the socket V7.
to the grid clip for V3, and the black
One of the 350 volt lugs on this trans
lead from L7, L8 connects to the grid
former is connected to the G terminal
clip for L4.
on V7, the other 350 volt lug going to
Naturally these leads will be taken
the P terminal on the same socket.
out of the coil cans, and the latter
The centre tap on this high voltage
locked into position.
It’s not much
winding goes to the negative side of
use soldering them up and then trying
the insulated electrolytic condenser
to put the cans on. All that we need
C15, and to the vacant lug on the fil
do now is to run a pair of flexleads
ter choke CH. From the centre tap
from the dial light to the 4 volt 2 amp.
on the 350 volt winding, another lead
winding on the power transformer.
is taken to the second filament ter
We feel at this stage that it is as
minal on the L.S. socket. From the
well to switch on to the official Radi
positive lug on the electrolytic con
okes description of the testing and ad
denser C16, a lead is taken to the C
justment of the receiver.
Their
terminal on the socket V5. The P
scheme
worked
excellently
as
far
as
terminal on this socket is connected
we were concerned, and later tests
to the P terminal on the L.S. soc
with a modulated oscillator, and an
ket. and the G terminal on the L.S.
output meter showed that the receiver
socket connects to the F terminal
was very accurately ganged up over
which carries a lead to the centre tap
the whole wave range.
resistor R14. The C lug on the power
Having thus completed the wiring,
transformer connects to the centre pin
go carefully through the circuit, stage
of the power plug, the 240 volt lug
(Continued on page 50.)
connects to the pin nearest the speaker
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THE WORLD SHORT-WAVE
FOUR.
(Continued from page 9.)
bias at 90 plate volts we will need
separate “C” battery connections. The
common “A” minus lead also connects
to “B” minus and to “C” plus.
When the various battery connec
tions have been made we are ready to
try the receiver out. Seledt the two
yellow coils and plug the one with
the 5 pin socket into the r.f. coil
socket (L1,L2), then tune the two
variable condensers (Cl, C2), around
from full out to almost full in. If the
detector is made to oscillate at this
stage by means of the reaction con
denser (C4), and the variable resis
tance (R), several carrier waves should
be tuned over. (Note that we are pre
supposing that the set will be given
its first try-out at night because on
the 45-55 metre wave band it usually
is possible to pick up several good
overseas stations each night.
If the
tests are made in the morning we will
operate on the 25 metre wave band,
and use the pair of green coils.) When
once an uninterrupted carrier is tuned
in bring the detector out of oscillation
and retune the detector tuning con
denser (C2), slightly.
Then if the
carrier is at all up to strength, the
voice or music of the overseas station
should be heard. The user of this re
ceiver will find that the variable re
sistance (R), when used in conjunction
with the reaction condenser (C4), will
give him an excellent control over re
generation.
The ideal state of re
generation control in any short wave
receiver is that in which the' detector
valve can be brought from a non-os
cillating condition to an oscillating
one with only a slight hiss. A “plop”
when the detector goes into oscilla
tion indicates that the regeneration is
fierce and a few experiments with
higher resistance grid leaks and lower
“B” battery voltages will be of value.

Incidentally, the test for oscillation
is the touching of the grid terminal
on the detector valve socket (V2),
with the moistened finger. If, when
your finger is removed from the grid
terminal on the socket a “plop” is
heard in the ’phones or loud speaker,
the tube is in a state of oscillation.
The sound is quite distinct, and so is
not likely to be missed. In operating
the receiver it is wise to start off with
a fairly high “B” battery voltage on
the detector and by experimenting
with the variable resistance (R), the
value of the grid leak and the position
of the plates in the midget condenser

An underneath view of the experimental receiver shows that the set is
chiefly notable for the few components used.

(C4), gradually reduce the detector
“B” battery voltage to 45 or lower. In
cidentally it may be found that on

THE PARTS REQUIRED TO
BUILD THE RECEIVER.

RC.A. UY Manufacturers
Socket.
5 R.C.A. UX Manufacturers
Sockets.
1 Midgiet Clarostat (R2).
1 Manufacturers Type R.F.
Choke (CH).
1 Mullard 5 meg. grid leak (Rl).
2 lmfd. Hydra Fixed Condensers
(C5, C6).
1 Simplex Grid Condenser (C3).
1 Capitol Battery Switch (SW).
2 Aeon Audio Transformers
(AFT1, 2).
2 R.C.A. 19 Plate Midg'et Con
densers (Cl, C2).
1 R.C.A. 11 Plate Midget Con
denser (C4).
1 Homecrafts World S.W. Kit
(LI, 2, 3, 4).
1 Metal Chassis.
1 Bakelite Front Panel.
1 Aluminium Front Panel Shield.
2 3in. Diameter Coil Shields.
1 yard 7-way Battery Cable.
2 Terminals (L.S.).
2 Clix Plugs and Sockets (AE).
1 Philips A442 Valve (VI).
1 Philips A415 Valve (V2).
1 Philips A409 Valve (V3).
1 Philips B405 Valve (V4).
2 Front Panel Vernier Dials.
1

some wave lengths it will be necesisary
to increase the detector plate voltage
in order to obtain detector oscillation.
This state of affairs is known as a
“dead spot” and usually can be cured
by connecting a midget condenser, of
say 11 plates, in series between the
aerial and the aerial coil (LI).
The original receiver gave excellent
results and during our tests with it
we were able to tune in practically
every short wave broadcaster of
note throughout the world.
The
English session through station RV59
was heard on several mornings at full
loud speaker strength, and, between
8 and 9 a.m., the Chelmsford station
5SW also could be relied on for spea
ker strength reception.
Radio Pon
toise also was a speaker strength sta
tion, as were both Zeesen and 2XAF,
Schenectady, on occasion. The latter
two stations varied, but we found that
on several occasions, when only
medium results were obtained on an
other s.w. receiver we had on hand,
“The World” brought them in at
considerably better strength.

Taken all round the receiver will be
found excellent and should, because of
the few components and absolute
elimination of constructional difficulty,
appeal to the newcomer to short
waves.
Incidentally, all the parts for our
original receiver were obtained from
“Homecrafts,” who are the makers of
the famous “World” short wave coil
kit. '
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Plan View of the Finished Super-het. _________

RADI

SIMPLIFIED SUPER
Simplicity Itself !
Any handy man who can use a soldering iron and
a pair of pliers can assemble this modern Super
heterodyne Radio Set.
The Diagram of Connections and Assembly Instruc
tions (enclosed with the Radiokes Coil Kit) can be
followed quite easily by anyone.
It is not even
necessary to have a fundamental knowledge of wire
less to completely assemble the set in your own
home.
IT’S GREAT FUN BESIDES.
Imagine the thrill of bringing in station after station
—music, news, sporting items from everywhere—
real entertainment from a Radio that you’ve built
yourself.

The Radiokes Superheterodyne Coil Kit
Comprising 1 Aerial Coil, 1 R.F. Transformer, 1 Oscillator Coil, 2
Intermediate Transformers, 1 Padding Condenser, 1 Stromberg-Carl
son Triple Gang Condenser, 3 Bakelite Knobs, 6 yards Hook-up Wire.

VICTORIAN AGENT:

G. P. Embelton & Co.
579 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE.
’Phone: Cent. 9133.

The Kit.
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-HETERODYNE 6
Other Parts Required in Addition to Radiokes Coil Kit!

PRICE . . .

C3CHS Radiokes Power Choke.
Radiokes Honeycomb R.F. Choke.
Radiokes Full Vision Dial.
Poly met Smf. Condensers.
235 Ken-Rad Valves.
224 Ken-Rad Valves.
247 Ken-rad Valve.
227 Ken-Rad Valve.
280 Ken-Rad Valve.
2.0 mf. T.C.C. By-pass Condenser.
0.5 mf. T.C.C. By-pass Condensers. .,f
0.01 inf. T.C.C. By-pass^ Condensers.
.
0.0005 mf. T.C.C. By-pass Condenser.
0.00025 megohm Durham Leak.
2.0 megohm Durham Leak.
1 Radiokes 10.000 ohm Volume Control.
Simplex Tone Control Condenser As
sembly.
1 Radiokes 125 ohm 50 M/A Pigtail Re
sistor.
1 “Tasma” 4-point Switch.
1 10.600 ohm 10M/A Radiohm.
6 Marquis (Pat.) UY Sockets.
2 25,000 ohm 10M/A Radiohms.
2 Marquis (Pat.) UX Sockets.
2 50.000 ohm 10M/A Radiohms.
1 Marquis Loud Speaker Plug.
2 100.000 ohm 5M/A Radiohms.
1 Amplion Loud Speaker, Type K.75, 7500
ohms field.
1’Radiokes 250 ohm 100M/A Pigtail Re
sistor.
5 Austral Valve Screening Cans, 2in. dia
2 Radiokes 50 ohm C.T. Resistors.
meter x 41in. high.
1 H4554 Radiokes Power Transformer.
1 Acorn Chassis.
All Technical inquiries should be addressed to Desk M.S., G. P. Embelton «fc Co.,
579 Bourke Street, Melbourne, or Desk M.S., Metropolitan Electric Co., Ltd., Tracy
House, George and Cleveland Streets, Redfern, Sydney, and must be accompanied
by stamped and addressed envelope covering return postage.

£4-15-6
GUARANTEE
The name “RADIOKES*’ is famous
in Radio for quality.
All parts
specified in the Radiokes Kit are
GUARANTEED for 12 mouths.

RADIOKES-- The

1
1
1
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2
2
1
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
1
1

Name to Know in Radio !
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THE RADIOKES SIMPLIFIED
SUPER-HET.
(Continued from page 46.)
by stage, paying strict attention to the
diagram of circuits in order to
thoroughly check over the wiring.
Care should be taken to connect the
loud speaker leads to the plug in cor
responding order to that in which the
socket in the chassis is wired.
The receiver is now ready to be
lined up and tested.
Testing and Adjusting the Com
pletely Wired Chassis.
Having carefully checked over the
wiring, the final step is to adjust the
various trimmers and padding con
denser. Before outlining a method of
doing this, the following will be a
great help should a voltmeter be avail
able:—Max. “B”+ volt, to chassis: 240
to 250 volt. Between I.F.C. and chas
sis, 50 to 60 (neg.). This is the drop
through the Penthode bias resistor
and the power choke. Plate volts on
235’s and 1st det., 240 to 250. Screen
volts on 235’s and 1st det., 90 to 100.
Max. bias volt, on 235’s, 15 to 20. Min.
bias volt, on 235’s, 3. (It will be noted
that the maximum is not sufficient to
entirely suppress plate current in the
variable Mu tubes, but the aerial is
directly earthed when the bias is at
max. value, and thus complete attenua
tion of signals is possible.) Oscillator
plate volts., 40 to 50. 2nd detector is
leak-fed, and hence voltages may not
be read. It will be found advisable
to use a metallic bottom plate for the
chassis, since the great sensitivity of
the receiver will cause pick-up on the
lead from the aerial terminal to the
aerial coil can, if this is not screened
as suggested above. Now set the re
ceiver up, attaching speaker, and about
10 to 15 feet of aerial and an earth;
switch on power and allow tubes to
warm up. Put vol. control to max.
and tone control to the vacant stud on
the 4-point switch. (Should the set
howl when it has warmed up, it is
a sure sign that one of the de-couplers
has been omitted, most likely that one
de-coupling the plates.) Tune in a low
wave length station (e.g., 3DB). Ad
just trimmers on variable condenser
until max. signal is obtained. (Note
that when the adjustment is nearly
complete, the local station will be
too strong, so that it is advisable to
change to an interstater for the final
adjustments.) Having thus adjusted
the circuits at the low wave lengths,
we must finally adjust the padding
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condenser, to ensure that the tracking
is in order. (Note that the padding
condenser is untouched up till now.
Tune in a fairly high wave length
station (such as 3AR). Do not touch
triple gangs trimmers.
“Rock” the
triple gang, i.e., tune from one side
of the station to the other, and at the
same ¡time screw the padding conden
ser. It will be found that (excluding
the very improbable case in which the
padder is found dead right) on screw
ing padder out, and rocking, signals
decrease in strength, and on screwing
in and rocking, signals increase in
strength, or vice versa, depending on
whether the padder was too big or
too small to start with. The receiver
is now lined up, and on returning to
low wave length stations it will be
found that they still are received at
full strength. The superheterodyne is

now complete, and stations now may
be sought for.. The operator will
have a choice of about 30 different sta
tions, all of which will give good en
tertainment consistently, and up to a
dozen others will be heard if condi
tions are favourable.
As to results they must be heard
to be fully appreciated. We had no
difficulty in the first night of the set’s
operation in tuning in every A class
station and the majority of the B’s
at excellent speaker strength.
The long lists of call signs pro
duced as the super-het’s qualification
don’t mean a thing.
We must ad
mit that the tuned radio frequency re
ceiver is equally as sensitive, and cer
tainly nearly as selective. Where the
super does win, though, is in its ease
of construction, particularly when kits
such as the Radiokes are used.

LIST OF PARTS
1 only Radiokes Superhet. Coil Kit
coni prising;
1 only Strom Carlson Triple Gang
Cl, C2, C3.
1 only Radiokes Aerial Coil LI, L2.
1 only Radiokes R.F. Transformer
L3, L4.
1 only Radiokes Oscillator Coil L9,
LIO, Lil.
2 only Radiokes Intermediate! trans
formers L5, L6, L7, L8.
1 only Radiokes Padding Condenser
C17.
1 only Radiokes 10,000 ohm Volume
Control RI.
1 only Radiokes 125 ohm 50 M/A
Pigtail Resistor R2.
1 only Radiokes 10,000 ohm 10 M/A
A10A Radiohm R3.
2 only Radiokes 25,000 ohm 10 M/A
A25A Radiohm R5, R7.
2 only Radiokes 50,000 ohm 10 M/A
A50A Radiohm RO, R8.
2 only Radiokes 100,000 ohm 5 M/A
A100D Radiohjn R13, RO.
1 only Radiokes 250 ohm 1OO M/A
Pigtail Resistor R12.
2 only Radiokes 50 ohm Centre
Tapped Fil. Res. R14, R15.
1 only
Radiokes
H4554
Power
Transformer.
1 only Radiokes C3O HS Power
Choke CH.

1 only Radiokes Honeycomb R.F.
Choke Type RFHC, RFC.
1 only .Radiokes Full Vision Dial
Complete.
2 only 8 mid. Polymet Condensers
C15, C16.
1 only 2.0 mfd. T.C.C. By-pass Con
denser C14
2 only 3—.5 mfd. Hydra By-pass
Condensers C4, C5, C6, C7, C8,
C9.
2 only 0.01 mfd. T.C.C. Fixed Con
densers Cll, C13.
1 only 0.0005 mfd. T.C.C. Fixed Con
denser C12.
1 only 0.00025 mfd. TCC. Fixed Con
denser CIO.
2 only 0.5 megohm Carb. Resistors
R10, Rll.
1 only 2.0 megohm Carb. Resistor
R4.
6 only Marquis UY Sockets.
2 only Marquis UX Sockets.
1 only Marquis Loud Speaker Plug.
1 only Amplion Loud Speaker, Type
K75, 7500 ohm Field.
5 only Valve Screening Cans, 2in.
dia. x 4£in. high.
1 onlv
Pressed
Metal
Finished
Chassis.
2 Only 235 Ken-Rad Valves (VI, V3)
2 only 224 Ken-Rad Valves (V2, V4).
1 only 247 Ken-Rad Valve (V5).
1 only 227 Ken-Rad Valve (V6).
1 only 280 Ken-Rad Valve (V7).

ERRATA
On page 18 there seems to be a
bit of a mix up in the wiring dope
on the s.w. wave-meter. The correct
wiring description is:—Connect one
lead from the coil socket to one side
of the torch socket. From the other
side of the torch socket connect to
the moving plates of the tuning con
denser. From the fixed plates of the
tuning condenser, connect to the other
coil socket terminal.
The pea lamp
is a 3.5 volt torch globe.

The schematic diagram of the Radiokes Simplified Super-Het.
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NEW LIFE
Valves are vital for the best perform
ance of your ndio set—exceptional

care must bz taken in their seleciion.

oor valves can nu

f the most careful receiver engin
eering.

Since the commencement

roa dcasting, Radiotron? h ave

n en dorsed by the leading ra
manufacturers as giving the maxi
mum in selectivity, sensitivity and

UX224A

tone quality.

UY227
RCA23O

RCA231
RCA232
RCA233

New valves will improve

rormance or your receiver

per

Insist

upon Radiotrons.

RCA235

UX245

RCA247
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